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1. Introduction 
 
The Water Colour Simulator WASI is a software tool for analyzing and simulating the most 
common types of spectra that are measured by ship-borne optical instruments. It summarises 
the experiences from 15 years of experimental and theoretical work performed mainly at Lake 
Constance by DLR's Inland Water Group. Early versions were presented and distributed on 
CD-ROM on conferences (Gege 2001a, 2001b). The deep-water version is described in Gege 
(2004), the shallow-water version in Gege and Albert (2005).  
 
The spectrum types and major calculation options are listed in Table 1.1. A more comprehen-
sive summary including the fit parameters is given in Appendix 6. WASI can be used to gen-
erate the spectra of Table 1.1 ("Forward mode"), or to analyze such spectra ("Inverse mode"). 
Both modes can be combined effectively for performing sensitivity studies ("Reconstruction 
mode"). The three modes of operation are described in chapter 3 (forward mode), chapter 4 
(inverse mode) and chapter 5 (reconstruction mode). Model options are depicted in chapter 6, 
program options in chapter 7. The installation of WASI is described in Appendix 1. 
 
Spectrum type Model options 
Absorption Of water constituents 
Of natural water bodies 
Attenuation For downwelling irradiance 
Specular reflectance Wavelength dependent 
Constant 
Irradiance reflectance For deep water 
For shallow water 
Remote sensing reflectance Below surface for deep water 
Below surface for shallow water 
Above surface for deep water 
Above surface for shallow water 
Bottom reflectance For irradiance sensors 
For radiance sensors 
Downwelling irradiance Above surface 
Below surface 
Upwelling radiance Below surface 
Above surface 
 
Table 1.1: Spectrum types and major model options. 
 
 
Basis of all calculations are analytical models with experimentally easily accessible parame-
ters. Most of them are well established among "ocean colour" modelers and experimentally 
and theoretically validated. They are described in detail in chapter 2, the corresponding refer-
ences are cited in chapter 8. 
 
The program consists of an executable file, WASI.EXE, an initialisation file, WASI.INI, and 
28 input spectra. WASI.INI is an ASCII file that comprises all paths and file names of the 
data files, parameter values, constants and user settings. An example listening is given in Ap-
pendix 2. Much effort was spent to make the user interface as clear as possible. Since most 
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settings in the different pop-up windows are self-explanatory, not every detail is described in 
this manual. 
 
Alternatively to the usual interactive mode of operation, WASI can also be started from an-
other program through the command WASI INI_File. In this case the file INI_File is read 
instead of WASI.INI, then calculation is started automatically without user interaction, and 
finally WASI is terminated automatically after the calculations are finished. This mode of 
operation is useful for combining WASI with another program. For example, WASI has been 
combined with a radiative transfer simulation program for the atmosphere (6S) to estimate the 
influence of errors in atmospheric correction on the retrieval of phytoplankton, Gelbstoff and 
suspended matter from MERIS and MODIS data (Pyhälahti and Gege, 2001). 
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2. Models 
2.1 Absorption 
2.1.1 Water constituents 
 
Absorption of a mixture of water constituents is the sum of the components' absorption coef-
ficients: 
 
.)(aY)(aX)(aC)(a *Y
5
0i
*
X
*
iiWC λ⋅+λ⋅+λ⋅=λ ∑
=
 (2.1) 
 
λ denotes wavelength. Three groups of absorbing water constituents are considered: phyto-
plankton, non-chlorophyllous particles, and Gelbstoff. 
 
Phytoplankton. The high number of species that occur in natural waters causes some vari-
ability in phytoplankton absorption properties. This is accounted for by the inclusion of 6 spe-
cific absorption spectra ai*(λ). If no phytoplankton classification is performed, the spectrum 
a0*(λ) is selected to represent the specific absorption of phytoplankton. Ci indicates pigment 
concentration, where "pigment" is the sum of chlorophyll-a and phaeophytin-a.  
 
The default spectra provided with WASI are shown in Fig. 2.1. They are based on measure-
ments at Lake Constance. The five spectra a1*(λ) … a5*(λ) represent the lake’s major optical 
classes “cryptophyta type L”, “cryptophyta type H”, “diatoms”, “dinoflagellates”, and “green 
algae” (Gege 1994, 1995, 1998b). The spectrum a0*(λ), labeled "phytoplankton" in Fig. 2.1, 
is a weighted sum of these five spectra and represents a mixture which can be considered as 
typical for Lake Constance. It was calculated by Heege (2000) using phytoplankton absorp-
tion spectra1 and pigment data2 from 32 days in 1990 and 1991, and he validated it using 139 
irradiance reflectance and 278 attenuation measurements3 from 1990 to 1996. 
 
Non-chlorophyllous particles. Absorption is calculated as the product of concentration X 
and specific absorption aX*(λ). The spectrum aX*(λ) provided with WASI is shown in Fig. 
2.2 (left). It is taken from Prieur and Sathyendranath (1981) and normalized to 1 at the refer-
ence wavelength λ0 = 440 nm. 
 
Gelbstoff (dissolved organic matter). Gelbstoff absorption is the product of concentration Y 
and specific absorption aY*(λ). The spectrum aY*(λ) can either be read from file or calculated 
using the usual exponential approximation (Nyquist 1979; Bricaud et al. 1981):  
 
aY*(λ) = exp[–S · (λ–λ0)],  (2.2) 
 
where S denotes the spectral slope, and λ0 is a reference wavelength with aY* normalized to 1. 
Default values are λ0 = 440 nm and S = 0.014 nm-1, which can be considered representative of 
a great variety of water types (Bricaud et al. 1981; Carder et al. 1989). 
 
                                                          
1 Derived from above-water reflectance spectra by inverse modelling (Gege 1994, 1995). 
2 Measured at the University of Constance by Beese, Richter, and Kenter. 
3 Measured by Tilzer, Hartig, and Heege (Tilzer et al. 1995, Heege 2000). 
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Gelbstoff absorption is calculated in WASI by default using the exponential approximation of 
eq. (2.2). However, Gege (2000) showed that this approximation provides model errors below 
10 % only for the wavelength interval of [λ0 − 60 nm, λ0 + 60 nm], and a better approximation 
is a sum of 3 Gaussian distributions (the x-axis must be transformed from the wavelength 
scale (nm) to the engergy scale (cm-1)). The Gaussian model is physically more reasonable 
than the exponential model and offers a deeper understanding of the chemical interactions 
affecting CDOM molecular structure (Schwarz et al. 2002). Thus, a spectrum (Y.A) is pro-
vided with WASI which was calculated using the Gaussian model (eq. (3) in Gege 2000) and 
the average model parameters determined for Lake Constance (Table 1 in Gege 2000). It is 
shown in Fig. 2.2 (right) on a logarithmic scale. 
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Fig. 2.1: Specific absorption spectra of 6 phytoplankton classes. 
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Fig. 2.2: Normalised absorption spectra of non-chlorophyllous particles, aX*(λ), and Gelbstoff, aY*(λ). 
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Fig. 2.3: Pure water absorption, aW(λ), and temperature gradient of water absorption, daW(λ)/dT. 
 
2.1.2 Natural water 
 
The bulk absorption of a natural water body is the sum of absorption of pure water and of the 
water constituents:  
 
.)(a
dT
)(da)TT()(a)(a WCW0W λ+λ⋅−+λ=λ  (2.3) 
 
Absorption of pure water is split up into a temperature-independent term aW, which is valid at 
a reference temperature T0, and a temperature gradient daW/dT with T being the actual water 
temperature. The spectra aW(λ) and daW(λ)/dT are shown in Fig. 2.3. 
 
The spectrum aW(λ) provided with WASI is a combination from different sources for a tem-
perature of T0 = 20 °C. 196-227 nm: Quickenden & Irvin (1980); 228-390 nm: Interpolation 
between Quickenden & Irvin (1980) and Buiteveld et al. (1994); 391-787 nm: Buiteveld et al. 
(1994); 788-874 nm: own unpublished measurements on UV-treated pure water of  20°C; 
875-2000 nm: Palmer & Williams (1974), 27°C. For daW(λ)/dT a spectrum is provided which 
was measured by Gege (unpublished data). 
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2.2 Backscattering 
 
Backscattering bb of a water body is the sum of backscattering by pure water (index "W") and 
suspended matter. For the latter, a distinction between large (≳5 µm, index "L") and small 
(≲5 µm, index "S") particles is made. Thus, the following parameterization is chosen: 
 
bb(λ) = bb,W(λ) + CL · bb,L* · bL(λ) + CS · bb,S* · (λ/λS)n. (2.4) 
 
2.2.1 Pure water 
 
For pure water, the empirical relation of Morel (1974) is used: bb,W(λ) = b1 · (λ/λ1)−4.32. The 
specific backscattering coefficient, b1, depends on salinity. It is b1 = 0.00111 m–1 for fresh 
water and b1 = 0.00144 m–1 for oceanic water with a salinity of 35–38 ‰, when λ1 = 500 nm 
is chosen as reference wavelength. 
 
2.2.2 Large particles 
 
Backscattering by large particles is calculated as the product of concentration CL, specific 
backscattering coefficient bb,L*, and normalized scattering function bL(λ). The user has se-
veral options for calculation: 
 
• CL can be treated either as an independent parameter, or CL = C0 can be set, where C0 is 
the concentration of phytoplankton class no. 0 (see eq. 1). The latter is useful for Case 1 
water types where the concentrations of particles and phytoplankton are highly correlated. 
 
• bb,L* can be treated either as constant with a default value of 0.0086 m2 g–1 (Heege 2000), 
or as bb,L* = A · CLB. Such a non-linear dependency of scattering on concentration was 
observed for phytoplankton (Morel 1980). It may be used for Case 1 water types, while 
bb,L* = constant is appropriate for Case 2 waters with significant sources of non-
phytoplankton suspended matter. Typical values of the empirical constants are A = 0.0006 
m2 g–1 and B = –0.37 (Sathyendranath et al. 1989), which are set as defaults in WASI. 
 
• bL(λ) can either be read from file, or it can be calculated as bL(λ) = a0*(λL) / a0*(λ), where 
a0*(λ) is the specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 0 (see eq. 1), and λL 
denotes a reference wavelength (λL = 550 nm by default). This method assumes that back-
scattering by large particles originates mainly from phytoplankton cells, and couples ab-
sorption and scattering according to the Case 1 waters model of Sathyendranath et al. 
(1989). However, such coupling may be used in exceptional cases only, since living algae 
have a negligible influence on the backscattering process by oceanic waters (Ahn et al. 
1992), and in Case 2 waters particle scattering is weakly related to phytoplankton absorp-
tion in general. In WASI, bL(λ) = 1 is set as default. 
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2.2.3 Small particles 
 
Backscattering by small particles is calculated as the product of concentration CS, specific 
backscattering coefficient bb,S*, and a normalized scattering function (λ/λS)n . The exponent n, 
which determines the spectral shape, depends on particle size distribution. n is typically in the 
order of −1 (Sathyendranath et al. 1989) and bb,S* in the order of 0.005 m2 g−1 for λS = 500 
nm.4 Default values in WASI are n = −1 and bb,S* = 0.0042 m2 g−1. 
 
                                                          
4 The empirical data given in Sathyendranath et al. (1989) correspond to bb,S* = 0.015 m2 g–1; however, the cal-
culations in that paper were done using bb,S* = 0.0042 m2 g–1 (personal communication Sathyendranath).  
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2.3 Attenuation 
 
The diffuse attenuation coefficient of irradiance E is defined as K = −(1/E) dE/dz, where z is 
the depth. Similarly, the attenuation coefficient of radiance L is defined as k = −(1/L) dL/dz. 
Attenuation is an apparent optical property (AOP) and depends not only on the properties of 
the medium, but additionally on the geometric distribution of the illuminating light field.  
 
2.3.1 Diffuse attenuation for downwelling irradiance 
 
The most important attenuation coefficient is Kd, which describes attenuation for downwel-
ling vector irradiance. Gordon (1989) has shown for Case 1 waters that the geometric struc-
ture of the light field can be corrected, and the corrected attenuation coefficient, ,K ddµ  is, to 
a high degree of accuracy, an inherent optical property which can be related to absorption a(λ) 
and backscattering bb(λ). The correction factor is the ratio of downwelling vector irradiance to 
downwelling scalar irradiance: .E/E d0dd =µ  dµ is also called the average cosine of the 
downwelling light field, since it were sund 'cos θ=µ  if there were no atmosphere, with sun  the 
sun zenith angle in water. Gordon showed by Monte Carlo simulations that, for sun zenith 
angles below 60°, the difference between 
'θ
dµ  and sun'cosθ is usually below 3 % near the water 
surface. Thus, the following parameterization of Kd is adapted from Gordon (1989): 
 
.
'cos
)(b)(a)(K
sun
b
0d θ
λ+λ⋅κ=λ  (2.5) 
 
a(λ) is calculated according to eq. (2.3), bb(λ) using eq. (2.4). The coefficient κ0 depends on 
the scattering phase function. Gordon (1989) determined a value of κ0 = 1.0395 from Monte 
Carlo simulations in Case 1 waters, Albert and Mobley (2003) found a value of κ0 = 1.0546 
from simulations in Case 2 waters using the radiative transfer program Hydrolight (Mobley et 
al. 1993). Some authors use eq. (2.5) with κ0 = 1 (Sathyendranath and Platt 1988, 1997; 
Gordon et al. 1975). In WASI, κ0 is read from the WASI.INI file; the default value is 1.0546. 
 
2.3.2 Diffuse attenuation for upwelling irradiance 
 
For upwelling irradiance two attenuation coefficients are used: KuW for the radiation backscat-
tered in the water, and KuB for the radiation reflected from the bottom. The following parame-
terization is adopted from Albert and Mobley (2003): 
 
[ ] [ ] .
'cos
2995.01)(1)(b)(a)(K
sun
9991.1
bbuW ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
θ+⋅λω+⋅λ+λ=λ  (2.6) 
[ ] [ ] .
'cos
5182.01)(1)(b)(a)(K
sun
2441.1
bbuB ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
θ+⋅λω+⋅λ+λ=λ  (2.7) 
 
The function ωb(λ) depends on absorption a(λ) and backscattering bb(λ) of the water body: 
 
.
)(b)(a
)(b)(
b
b
b λ+λ
λ=λω  (2.8) 
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Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are used implicitely in the model of irradiance reflectance in shallow wa-
ters, see eq. (2.16). The spectra KuW(λ) and KuB(λ) cannot be calculated explicitely using 
WASI. 
 
2.3.3 Attenuation for upwelling radiance 
 
For upwelling radiance two attenuation coefficients are used: kuW for the radiation backscat-
tered in the water, and kuB for the radiation reflected from the bottom. The following parame-
terization is adopted from Albert and Mobley (2003): 
 
[ ] .
'cos
2786.01)(1
'cos
)(b)(a)(k
sun
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b
v
b
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These equations are used implicitely in the model of remote sensing reflectance in shallow 
waters, see eq. (2.19). The spectra kuW(λ) and kuB(λ) cannot be calculated explicitely using 
WASI. 
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2.4 Specular reflectance 
 
An above-water radiance sensor looking down to the water surface measures the sum of two 
radiance components: one from the water body, one from the surface. The first comprises the 
desired information about the water constituents, the second is an unwanted add-on which has 
to be corrected. However, correction is difficult. For example, the method from the SeaWiFS 
protocols (Mueller and Austin 1995), which is widely used in optical oceanography, leads to 
rms errors of the corrected water leaving radiance as large as 90 % under typical field condi-
tions (Toole et al. 2000). Thus, WASI offers different methods. 
 
The radiance reflected from the surface, Lr(λ), is a fraction σL of sky radiance Ls(λ):  
 
Lr(λ) = σL · Ls(λ). (2.11) 
 
Ls(λ) is the average radiance of that area of the sky that is specularly reflected into the sensor. 
It can be imported from file or calculated using eq. (2.26). σL is the Fresnel reflectance and 
depends on the angle of reflection. The value can either be specified by the user or it can be 
calculated from the viewing angle θv using the Fresnel equation for unpolarized light (Jerlov 
1976): 
 
.
)'(tan
)'(tan
)'(sin
)'(sin
2
1
vv
2
vv
2
vv
2
vv
2
L θ+θ
θ−θ+θ+θ
θ−θ=σ  (2.12) 
 
θ'v is the angle of refraction, which is related to θv by Snell's law nW sinθ'v = sinθv, where nW 
≈ 1.33 is the refractive index of water. For viewing angles near nadir, σL ≈ 0.02. 
 
The ratio of the radiance reflected from the water surface to the downwelling irradiance,  
 
 ,
)(E
)(L
)(E
)(L)(R
d
s
L
d
rsurf
rs λ
λ⋅σ=λ
λ=λ  (2.13a) 
 
is called specular reflectance. Ed(λ) and Ls(λ) can either be imported from file, or one or both 
can be calculated using eq. (2.23) or (2.26). If the wavelength-independent model of surface 
reflection is chosen, it is  
 
 .R Lsurfrs π
σ=  (2.13b) 
 
Toole et al. (2000) showed that Rrssurf(λ) is nearly spectrally flat at overcast sky, but clearly 
not for clear-sky conditions. Thus, eq. (2.13a) should be used in general, and eq. (2.13b) at 
most for days with overcast sky.  
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2.5 Irradiance reflectance 
 
The ratio of upwelling irradiance to downwelling irradiance in water, R(λ) = Eu−(λ) / Ed−(λ), 
is called irradiance reflectance (Mobley 1994). It is an apparent optical property (AOP) and 
depends not only on the properties of the medium, but also on the geometric distribution of 
the incoming light. 
2.5.1 Deep water 
 
A suitable parameterization which separates to a large extent the parameters of water and of 
the illumination was found by Gordon et al. (1975): 
 
R(λ) = f · ωb(λ). (2.14) 
 
The function ωb(λ), which is given by eq. (2.8), depends only on inherent optical properties of 
the water body, absorption and backscattering. The factor f comprises the illumination de-
pendencies. It can be treated either as an independent parameter with a default value of 0.33 
according to Gordon et al. (1975), or the relationship of Albert and Mobley (2003) can be 
used: 
 
( ) .
'cos
4121.216638.45358.63586.311034.0f
sun
3
b
2
bb ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
θ+⋅ω⋅+ω⋅−ω⋅+⋅=  (2.15) 
 
θ'sun is the sun zenith angle in water. Eq. (2.15) takes into consideration the fact that f depends 
not only on the geometric structure of the light field, expressed by the parameter θ'sun, but also 
on the absorption and scattering properties of the water. Some alternate models of f are also 
included in WASI and can be used if desired, namely those of Kirk (1984), Morel and Gentili 
(1991), and Sathyendranath and Platt (1997). The equations are given in chapter 6.2. 
 
Independently from Gordon, Prieur (1976) found the relation R(λ) = f' · bb(λ) / a(λ). It is also 
included in WASI. However, the Gordon algorithm (2.14) is favoured and set as default, be-
cause it restricts the ωb values to the physically reasonable range from 0 to 1, which is not the 
case for the Prieur equation. 
 
2.5.2 Shallow water 
 
For shallow water, the parameterization found by Albert and Mobley (2003) is used: 
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) }  (2.16) 
 
The first term on the right-hand side is the reflectance of a water layer of thickness zB, the 
second term the contribution of the bottom. Bottom reflectance Rb(λ) is calculated using eq. 
(2.21). The K's account for attenuation within the water layer and are calculated using eqs. 
(2.5), (2.6), and (2.7). The empirical constants are set to A1 = 1.0546 and A2 = 0.9755 accord-
ing to Albert and Mobley (2003) and cannot be changed by the user. 
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2.6 Remote sensing reflectance 
 
The ratio of upwelling radiance to downwelling irradiance, Rrs(λ) = Lu(λ) / Ed(λ), is called 
remote sensing reflectance (Mobley 1994). It is an apparent optical property (AOP), i.e. it 
depends on the geometric distribution of the incoming light. 
2.6.1 Deep water 
 
The remote sensing reflectance below the water surface is, for deep water, proportional to 
R(λ): 
 
.
Q
)(R)(R rs
λ=λ−  (2.17a) 
 
This follows from the definitions Rrs− ≡ Lu− / Ed−, Q ≡ Eu− / Lu−, and R ≡ Eu− / Ed−. R(λ) is ei-
ther calculated using eq. (2.14), or imported from file. The factor Q, which is a measure of the 
anisotropy of the light field in water, is treated in WASI as a wavelength-independent pa-
rameter with a default value of 5 sr. It depends on the geometric distribution of the upwelling 
and downwelling light, and thus on the scattering and absorption properties of the water body. 
Consequently, Q depends on wavelength. However, this is not accounted for in WASI, since 
no convenient parameterization of Q is known. Yet, an alternative to eq. (2.17a) with a con-
venient parameterization of the factor frs was found by Albert and Mobley (2003): 
 
Rrs−(λ) = frs · ωb(λ). (2.17b) 
 
The following parameterization of the factor frs is valid for both deep and shallow waters (Al-
bert and Mobley 2003): 
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Parameters of frs are ωb of eq. (2.8), the sun zenith angle in water, θ'sun, and the viewing angle 
in water, θ'v. Alternately, frs can be calculated in WASI as frs = f / Q using the ill-favoured 
parameter Q. 
 
2.6.2 Shallow water 
 
For shallow water, the following parameterization is chosen (Albert and Mobley 2003): 
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 (2.19) 
 
The first term on the right-hand side is the reflectance of a water layer of thickness zB, the 
second term the contribution of the bottom. Bottom reflectance Rbrs(λ) is calculated using eq. 
(2.22). Kd, kuW and kuB account for attenuation within the water layer and are calculated using 
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eqs. (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10), respectively. The empirical constants are set to Ars,1 = 1.1576 and 
Ars,2 = 1.0389 according to Albert and Mobley (2003) and cannot be changed by the user. 
 
2.6.3 Above the surface 
 
The remote sensing reflectance above the water surface is related to radiance and irradiance 
spectra in water as follows: 
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Eq. (2.29) was used to replace Lu(λ), and eq. (2.24) to express Ed(λ) in terms of Ed−(λ) and 
Eu−(λ). The first term on the right-hand side describes reflection in the water, the second at the 
surface. By using Lu−(λ) = Eu−(λ) / Q, multiplying numerator and denominator of the first 
term with R(λ) / Eu−(λ) (where R(λ) = Eu−(λ) / Ed−(λ)), and expressing the second term as 
Rrssurf(λ) according to eq. (2.13a), the following equation is obtained: 
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Replacing R(λ) by Rrs(λ) according to eq. (2.17a) yields the following relationship: 
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This eq. was used, for example, by Lee et al. (1998) for comparing simulated remote sensing 
reflectance spectra above and below the surface and calculating the conversion factors, for 
which they found as typical values (1–σ)(1–σL−)/nW2 = 0.518 and σ−·Q = 1.562. The factor Q, 
which is difficult to assess in practice, can be avoided by replacing in the denominator Q · Rrs− 
by R: 
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The three equations (2.20a), (2.20b), and (2.20c) are formally identical. The first term on the 
right-hand side of each equation describes reflection in the water, the second at the surface. 
Frequently, the first term alone is called remote sensing reflectance (e.g. Mobley 1994). In 
WASI, the reflection at the surface is also included in the Rrs definition. It is calculated using 
eq. (2.13a) or (2.13b) and can easily be excluded by setting the reflection factor σL equal to 
zero. 
 
The factors σ, σL−, and σ− are the reflection factors for Ed, Lu−, and Eu−, respectively. 
σ depends on the radiance distribution and on surface waves. Typical values are 0.02 to 0.03 
for clear sky conditions and solar zenith angles below 45°, and 0.05 to 0.07 for overcast skies 
(Jerlov 1976; Preisendorfer and Mobley 1985, 1986). It is set to σ = 0.03 by default. σL− can 
either be calculated as a function of θv using eq. (2.12), or a constant value can be taken. σ− is 
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in the range of 0.50 to 0.57 with a value of 0.54 being typical (Jerome et al. 1990; Mobley 
1999). The defaults of the other constants are set to Q = 5 sr and nW = 1.33.  
 
Which of the equations is used, depends on the application: 
• Eq. (20a) is useful when Rrs(λ) shall be connected to R(λ), for example if in-situ meas-
urements of R(λ) were performed as "ground truth" for a remote sensing instrument.  
• Eq. (20b) links remote sensing reflectance in water to that in air. Since the same spectrum 
type is used above and below the water surface, it is the most convenient parameterisation. 
This equation is used by default.  
• Eq. (20c) avoids the use of the factor Q, which is difficult to assess. The equation is use-
ful, for example, for optical closure experiments which investigate the consistency of 
measurements above and below the water surface by measuring simultaneously the spec-
tra Rrs(λ), R(λ), and Rrs−(λ). 
 
Eq. (2.20a), (2.20b) or (2.20c) is also used to calculate the corresponding spectrum Rshrs(λ) for 
shallow water. R(λ) is replaced by Rsh(λ), and Rrs−(λ) by Rrssh−(λ) in the case of shallow wa-
ter.  
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2.7 Bottom reflectance 
 
The models of bottom reflectance are used to calculate reflectance and radiance spectra in 
shallow waters. However, they can be applied as well to land surfaces, if the input spectra are 
replaced by suitable albedo spectra from terrestrial bottom types.  
 
2.7.1 For irradiance sensors 
 
The irradiance reflectance of a surface is called albedo. When N different surfaces of albedo 
an(λ) are viewed simultaneously, the measured albedo is the following sum: 
 
∑−
=
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0n
nn
b .)(af)(R  (2.21) 
 
fn is the areal fraction of surface number n within the sensor's field of view; it is Σ fn = 1. This 
equation is implemented in WASI for N = 6 bottom types. The spectra an(λ) provided with 
WASI are shown in Fig. 2.4. They were measured by Pinnel (2005) using a submersible 
RAMSES spectroradiometer. Three of them represent bare bottom, the other green makro-
phytes:  
0. constant: an artificial spectrum with constant albedo of 10 %; 
1. sand: sandy bottom in a coastal shallow area in Bolivar (South Australia); 
2. silt: fine-grained sediment in 50 cm water depth close to the shoreline of Starnberger 
See (Germany); 
3. Chara aspera: green makrophyte from Bodensee (Lake Constance, Germany); 
4. Potamogeton perfoliatus: green makrophyte from Starnberger See (Germany); 
5. Potamogeton pectinatus: green makrophyte from Starnberger See (Germany). 
 
2.7.2 For radiance sensors 
 
When the upwelling radiation is measured by a radiance sensor, the corresponding remote 
sensing reflectance can be expressed as follows: 
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Bn is the proportion of radiation which is reflected towards the sensor. In WASI, the Bn's of 
all surfaces are assumed to be angle-independent. The default values are set to Bn = 1/π = 
0.318 sr−1, which represents isotropic reflection (Lambertian surfaces). 
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Fig. 2.4: Albedo spectra of 6 bottom types. 
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2.8 Downwelling irradiance 
2.8.1 Above water surface 
 
An analytic model of the downwelling irradiance spectrum Εd(λ) with only few parameters 
was developed by Gege (1994, 1995). It fits to measured spectra with a high degree of accu-
racy (average rms error of 0.1 %). The radiation illuminating the water surface is parameter-
ized as the sum of four spectrally different components: (1) the direct solar radiation, (2) the 
blue sky (Rayleigh scattering), (3) radiation scattered by aerosols (Mie scattering), and (4) 
clouds. Each component is expressed in terms of a wavelength-dependent fraction of the ex-
traterrestrial solar irradiance E0(λ): 
 
Ed(λ) = [ α · tA(λ) + β · (λ/λR)-4.09 + γ · (λ/λM)ν + δ · tC(λ) ] · E0(λ). (2.23) 
 
The four functions ti(λ) = {tA(λ), (λ/λR)-4.09, (λ/λM)ν, tC(λ)} are transmission spectra which 
spectrally characterize the four light sources. Their weights α, β, γ, δ may change from one 
measurement to the next, but the ti(λ) themselves are assumed to be constant. 
 
In order to make the weights α, β, γ, δ the relative intensities of the four light sources, each 
ti(λ) is normalized as ∫ ti(λ) E0(λ) dλ = ∫ E0(λ) dλ; the integration interval is set to 400 to 800 
nm by default. The functions (λ/λR)−4.09 and (λ/λM)ν are calculated during run-time. Normali-
zation yields their scaling factors: λR = 533 nm, and λM is typically between 563 nm (ν=–1) 
and 583 nm (ν=1). The exponent ν parameterizes the wavelength dependency of aerosol scat-
tering. The two other functions tA(λ) and tC(λ) are read from file. After import they are nor-
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Fig. 2.4: The four base spectra of the model of the downwelling irradiance. 
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malized. The two spectra provided with WASI were determined from measurements at Lake 
Constance. The four functions ti(λ) are shown in Fig. 2.4. 
 
2.8.2 Below water surface 
 
The downwelling irradiance in water, Ed−, is related to the downwelling irradiance in air, Ed, 
through  
 
 Ed−(λ) = (1−σ) · Ed(λ) + σ− · Eu−(λ).  (2.24) 
 
σ is the reflection factor for downwelling irradiance in air, σ− for upwelling irradiance in wa-
ter, and Eu− is the upwelling irradiance in water. Using the irradiance reflectance R = Eu− / Ed− 
yields the following expression: 
 
.)(E
)(R1
1)(E dd λ⋅λ⋅σ−
σ−=λ −−  (2.25) 
 
This equation is used in WASI for calculating Ed−(λ). R(λ) is calculated using eq. (2.14). 
Ed(λ) can either be calculated according to eq. (2.23), or a measured spectrum can be taken. 
Making use of measurements is useful for reducing the number of fit parameters when up-
welling radiance spectra are inverted. Default values of the reflection factors are σ = 0.03 and 
σ− = 0.54. 
 
Downwelling irradiance below the surface in shallow water, Edsh−(λ), is also calculated using 
eq. (2.25), but using Rsh(λ) instead of R(λ). 
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2.9 Sky radiance 
 
The same parameterization as for Ed(λ) is also implemented for Ls(λ):  
 
Ls(λ) = [ α* · tA(λ) + β* · (λ/λR)-4.09 + γ* · (λ/λM)ν + δ* · tC(λ) ] · E0(λ). (2.26) 
 
The functions E0(λ), tA(λ), (λ/λR)-4.09, (λ/λM)ν, and tC(λ) are those of eq. (2.23). Parameters of 
Ls(λ) are the weights α*, β*, γ*, δ*, which represent the relative intensities of the four above-
mentioned light sources for a radiance sensor, and the exponent ν. 
 
This model of Ls(λ) has been included for modeling specular reflection at the water surface. 
Its usefulness has been demonstrated (Gege 1998b). Capillary waves at the water surface, and 
moreover gravity waves, spread greatly the sky area that is reflected into the sensor, and 
change the angle of reflection. Consequently, measurements of Ls(λ) are frequently not reli-
able. For these cases, and if no Ls(λ) measurement is available, eq. (2.26) can be applied. If 
the user selects the wavelength-independent model of surface reflections, Ls(λ) = Ed(λ)/π is 
set. 
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2.10 Upwelling radiance 
 
The upwelling radiance is that part of the downwelling irradiance which is reflected back 
from the water into a down-looking radiance sensor. Calculation is based on a model of Rrs 
and a model or a measurement of Ed. 
 
2.10.1 Below the water surface 
 
In water, eq. (2.25) is used for calculating Ed−(λ), and eq. (2.17a), (2.17b) or (2.19) for 
Rrs−(λ). The upwelling radiance is then calculated as follows: 
 
.)(E)(R)(L drsu λ⋅λ=λ −−−  (2.27) 
 
In shallow waters, Rrssh−(λ) is used instead of Rrs−(λ), and Edsh−(λ) instead of Ed−(λ). 
2.10.2 Above the water surface 
 
The upwelling radiance after crossing the water-air boundary is related to the upwelling radi-
ance in water, Lu−, as follows: 
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 (2.28) 
 
θv is the zenith angle of the observer in air, θ'v in water. These two angles are related to each 
others according to Snell's law via nW sinθ'v = sinθv with nW = refractive index of water. The 
first term on the right-hand side of eq. (2.28) is the radiance upwelling in the water, weakened 
at the interface by Fresnel reflection (factor 1−σL−(θ'v)) and refraction (flux dilution by widen-
ing of the solid angle, factor 1/nw2). The second term are specular reflections of downwelling 
radiance at the surface. Eq. (2.28) is valid for a flat surface, i.e. without waves. Integration of 
eq. (2.28) over the upper hemisphere yields eq. (2.24). 
 
Omitting for simplicity the symbol θv and using the more general model (2.11) for the radi-
ance reflected from the surface, the following equation is obtained: 
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This equation is used in WASI for calculating Lu(λ). Lu−(λ) is calculated using eq. (2.27). The 
sky radiance Ls(λ) can either be calculated using eq. (2.26), or a measured spectrum can be 
imported from file. The reflection factor for upwelling radiance is set to σL− = 0.02 by default. 
This value, which is valid for a nadir-looking sensor, can be changed in the WASI.INI file. 
The reflection factor for downwelling radiance, σL, can either be calculated using the Fresnel 
equation (2.12), or it can be set constant. The default σL = 0.02 is valid for a nadir-looking 
sensor. By setting σL = 0 the water leaving radiance can be calculated. Furtheron, nW = 1.33 is 
set as default.  
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3. Forward mode 
 
The forward mode allows to calculate a single spectrum or a series of spectra according to 
user-specified parameter settings. The supported spectrum types are listed in Table 1.1. 
 
3.1 Graphical user interface 
 
The appearance of WASI's graphical user interface (GUI) depends slightly on the spectrum 
type. Fig. 3.1 shows the GUI at the example of the spectrum type "Remote sensing reflec-
tance". The GUI consists of 8 elements: 
 
(1) Drop-down list for selecting the spectrum type. The user selects one of the spectrum types 
from Table 1.1. If the spectrum type is changed, the parameter list (3) is updated in the 
way that only the parameters relevant for the selected type are displayed, and accordingly 
the model options (5) are updated. 
 
(2) Check box for switching between forward and inverse mode. In the forward mode, this 
box is not checked. 
 
Fig. 3.1: Graphical user interface of the forward mode. 1 = Drop-down list for selecting the spectrum 
type, 2 = Check box for switching between forward and inverse mode, 3 = Parameter list (model spe-
cific), 4 = Selection panel for specifying the parameter iterations, 5 = Check boxes for selecting model 
options (model specific), 6 = Menu bar, 7 = Start button, 8 = Plot window. 
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(3) Parameter list. This list tabulates the parameters which are relevant for the selected spec-
trum type. It displays the parameters' symbols (in WASI notation, see Appendix 3) and 
their actual values. Default values are read from the WASI.INI file, actual values are set 
by the user by editing the corresponding "Value" fields. Depending on the model options, 
not all parameters may be relevant. Irrelevant parameters are disabled, i.e. the correspond-
ing symbol and value is displayed in gray colour, and the value cannot be edited.  
 
(4) Selection panel for specifying the iterations. Up to 3 parameters can be iterated simultane-
ously during one run, thus the panel has 3 rows, one for each parameter. The iterated pa-
rameters are selected in the "Parameter" drop-down lists, their minimum and maximum 
values in the "from" and "to" fields, and their numbers of values in the "steps" fields. The 
"log" check boxes specify whether the intervals are equidistant on a linear scale (no hook) 
or on a logarithmic scale (hook). 
 
(5) Check boxes for selecting model options. Several spectrum types support options which 
further specify the model, cf. Table 1.1. Each option is either switched on or off.  
 
(6) Menu bar. Further details concerning the model, data storage and visualisation can be 
specified in various pop-up windows, which are accessed via the menu bar.  
 
(7) Start button. Calculation is started by pressing this button.  
 
(8) Plot window. Each spectrum is plotted in this window after calculation. All curves are 
plotted together in order to visualize the spectral changes for the chosen iterations. A 
counter in the upper right corner is updated after each plot.  
 
 
3.2 Calculation of a single spectrum 
3.2.1 Mode selection 
 
For calculating a single spectrum in the forward mode, the following settings must be made: 
 
• Set forward mode: the "invert spectra" box (       in Fig. 3.1) is unchecked; 
• No parameter iteration: select "none" in each "parameter" drop-down list (       in Fig. 3.1). 
 
2
4
3.2.2 Spectrum type selection 
 
WASI allows to calculate 8 different types of spectra, see Table 1.1. The desired type is se-
lected in the main window from the drop-down list       of Fig. 3.1. 1
 
Several types of spectra support further options, see Table 1.1. If that is the case for the se-
lected type, the options are displayed at the bottom of the main window (      in Fig. 3.1). Each 
option is either switched on or off. The selection is done by marking the corresponding check 
box with a hook. In the example of Fig. 3.1 three options are available: 
5
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(1) Above water. Since the check box  is marked, the remote sensing reflectance will be cal-
culated for a sensor above the water surface; when the hook is removed, calculation is per-
formed for below the surface. 
 
(2) Wavelength dependent surface reflections. Since the check box is unmarked, the surface 
reflections will be treated as constant (Rrssurf(λ)  = σL/π according to chapter 2.5). 
 
(3) Calculate sigma_L from viewing angle. Since the check box is unmarked, the reflectance 
factor for sky radiance, σL, is  treated as a parameter that can be defined by the user. Oth-
erwise, σL would be calculated from the viewing angle using eq. (2.18). 
3.2.3 Parameter selection 
 
All model parameters are read during program start from the WASI.INI file. The parameters 
which are relevant for the actual spectrum type are listed at the left side of the main window 
(~~~ in Fig. 3.1). This list can be edited.  
 
3 
3.2.4 Calculation options 
 
Several calculation settings are made in the pop-up window "Forward calculation settings". 
This pop-up window is accessed from the menu bar via "Options - Forward calculation" (see 
Fig. 7.1) and displayed in Fig. 3.2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2: The pop-up window "Forward calculation settings".  
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Wavelength interval. The wavelength range and the data interval of the calculated spectra 
can be selected in two ways: 
 
• For non-equidistant intervals, e.g. if calculations should be performed for channels of a 
specific sensor, the wavelengths are read from an ASCII table.5 In this case the box "x-
values from file" must be marked with a hook, and the corresponding file must be se-
lected. The pre-selected file can be changed by pressing the button ..... , which causes the 
opening of a file-selection window. The number of lines in the ASCII file that are skipped 
are specified in the "header lines" input field; the column with the wavelengths is speci-
fied in the "column with x-values" field. 
 
... 
• If the spectra shall be calculated at equidistant wavelengths, the check box "x-values from 
file" has to be deselected. The first wavelength is specified in the "xmin" field, the last 
wavelength in the "xmax" field, and the intervals in the "dx" field.  
 
Add noise. Two types of sensor characterics deterioriating data quality can be simulated: 
noise and dynamics.  
 
• If the check box "add statistical noise" is marked with a hook, Gaussian distributed noise 
is added to each calculated value. Its standard deviation is specified in the input field 
"StdDev". If no noise is added, the "StdDev" input field is not displayed. 
 
• If the check box "reduce radiometric resolution" is marked with a hook, the numerical 
accuracy is limited to the value shown in the corresponding input field. For example, 
0.001 rounds original real numbers such that values of 0.000, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, etc. re-
sult. If "reduce radiometric resolution" is not selected, the corresponding input field is not 
displayed. 
 
Save spectra. Automatic saving of calculated spectra is activated by a hook in the check box 
"save all spectra". The directory is selected in the "Directories" window, see section 7.1 (Fig. 
7.2). The calculated spectrum is stored in ASCII format as file B1.FWD. Note: If a file with 
the name B1.FWD already exists, it will be overwritten without warning. Two additional files 
are created automatically in the same directory as the spectrum. First, a copy of the initialisa-
tion file WASI.INI containing the actual parameter settings. It documents the data and pa-
rameters used for calculation. Second, a file CHANGES.TXT, which can be ignored; it is 
relevant only if a series of spectra is calculated. 
 
The check box "if N < 22, save all spectra in a single table" is not relevant for calculating a single spectrum. 
 
3.2.5 Start calculation 
 
Calculation is started by pressing the "Start" button (       in Fig. 3.1). 7
 
After calculation, the resulting curve is plotted in the main window (      in Fig. 3.1) and stored 
automatically, if spectra saving is activated in the pop-up window "Forward calculation set-
tings", see section 7.1 (Fig. 7.2). 
8
 
                                                          
5 Spectral weighting using sensor-specific response functions is not supported. 
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3.2.6 Example 
 
An example of a spectrum calculated in the forward mode is given in Fig. 3.3. The spectrum 
type is irradiance reflectance in deep water. The values of the model parameters are listed in 
the parameter list at the left-hand side: phytoplankton concentration C[0] = 3 µg/l, concentra-
tion of large suspended particles C_L = 1 mg/l, Gelbstoff absorption C_Y = 0.3 m-1 at 440 
nm, Gelbstoff exponent S = 0.014 nm-1, n is irrelevant since C_S = 0, water temperature T_W 
= 18 °C, sun zenith angle sun = 47.0°; the concentrations of all other substances are zero. The 
factor Q is irrelevant for the chosen model, which is indicated by gray text color. The fact that 
the displayed spectrum is a model curve (and not a measurement) is indicated by "simulated 
spectra" at top right. 
 
A listening of the first lines of the calculated spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.4. The header of the 
spectrum file contains the information that the spectrum has been created by the program 
WASI, gives the software version ("latest update"), lists the files which contain additional 
information (WASI.INI, CHANGES.TXT) and indicates the spectrum type ("y = "). It follows 
the calculated spectrum. 
 
Fig. 3.3: A single irradiance reflectance spectrum calculated in the forward mode. 
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This file was generated by the program WASI 
Version 3 - Latest update: 29 May 2005 
Parameter values in files: WASI.INI, CHANGES.TXT 
 
y = Irradiance reflectance 
 
 
 
380.00  0.001482  
381.00  0.001495  
382.00  0.001507  
383.00  0.001519  
384.00  0.001532  
385.00  0.001544  
386.00  0.001557  
387.00  0.001570  
388.00  0.001583  
389.00  0.001596  
390.00  0.001610 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4: Listening of the first lines of the spectrum from Fig. 3.3. 
 
3.3 Calculation of a series of spectra 
3.3.1 General 
 
Calculating a series of spectra in the forward mode is very similar to calculating a single spec-
trum. The only difference is that the parameter iterations have to be specified. Hence the set-
tings are as follows: 
 
• Define the spectrum type: select the type from the drop-down list (       in Fig. 3.1); 
• Set forward mode: the "invert spectra" box (       in Fig. 3.1) is unchecked; 
1
• Specify the parameter values: set the values of all model parameters in the parameter list 
(..     in Fig. 3.1). 
 
2
3 
Up to three model parameters can be iterated simultaneously as described below. For these, 
the parameter list entries are irrelevant since the values are set during iteration. 
3.3.2 Specification of the iteration 
3.3.2.1 Iteration over 1 parameter 
 
For studying the dependence of a spectrum on a certain parameter, the values of that parame-
ter can be iterated over its typical range of variation. WASI allows to iterate the parameters of 
Appendix 3. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the parameter to be iterated has to be selected from one of 
the three "Parameter" drop-down lists of the selection panel      of Fig. 3.1 (it is irrelevant, 
which of the 3 lists); the selection in the two other drop-down lists must be "none". The range 
of variation of the iterated parameter is specified by a minimum and a maximum value 
("from", "to"), and the number of calculated spectra by the number of steps ("steps"). If the 
check box "log" is marked with a hook, the parameter intervals are equidistant on a logarith-
mic scale, otherwise they are equidistant on a linear scale. 
4
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In the example of Fig. 3.5, the phytoplankton concentration C[0] is iterated from 0.100 to 10 
µg/l in 7 steps which are equidistant on a logarithmic scale, i.e. 7 spectra with concentrations 
of 0.100, 0.215, 0.464, 1.0, 2.15, 4.64 and 10 µg/l are calculated. 
 
Fig. 3.5: Iteration over 1 parameter. 
3.3.2.2 Iteration over 2 parameters 
 
When 2 parameters should be iterated, these parameters, their range of variation and the num-
ber of steps must be specified analogously to iterating 1 parameter. This is illustrated in Fig. 
3.6. 
 
 
Fig. 3.6: Iteration over 2 parameters. 
In the example of Fig. 3.6, the phytoplankton concentration C[0] is iterated as in Fig. 3.5 from 
0.100 to 10 µg/l in 7 steps which are equidistant on a logarithmic scale, and Gelbstoff absorp-
tion at 440 nm, C_Y, is iterated from 0.100 to 1 m-1 in 4 steps which are equidistant on a lin-
ear scale, i.e. absorption values of 0.1, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 m-1 are taken. Spectra are calculated 
for each combination, hence the number of generated spectra is 7 · 4 = 28.  
3.3.2.3 Iteration over 3 parameters 
 
When 3 parameters should be iterated, these parameters, their range of variation and the num-
ber of steps must be specified analogously to iterating 1 or 2 parameters. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.7. 
In the example of Fig. 3.7, phytoplankton concentration C_P and Gelbstoff absorption C_Y 
are iterated as in Fig. 3.6, but additionally the concentration of large suspended particles, 
C_L, is iterated from 1 to 5 mg/l in 5 steps which are equidistant on a linear scale, i.e. concen-
 
Fig. 3.7: Iteration over 3 parameters. 
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trations of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mg/l are taken. Spectra are calculated for each combination, hence 
the number of generated spectra is 7 · 4  · 5 = 140.  
3.3.3 Data storage 
 
Calculated spectra are stored automatically if saving is activated in the "Forward calculation 
settings" pop-up window shown in Fig. 3.2. Each spectrum is stored in a separate file; the file 
names are Bnr.fwd with nr = file number. The extension fwd indicates that the spectra are the 
result of forward calculations. The parameters which change from one spectrum to the next 
are listed in the file changes.txt. A copy of the WASI.INI file is created for documenting 
completely all parameters and input files. The directory where all the files are stored is se-
lected as described in section 7.1. 
 
If the number of calculated spectra is below 22, the spectra can alternately be stored in a sin-
gle file, spec.fwd. This option is selected by marking the check box "if N < 22, save all spec-
tra in a single table" in the "Forward calculation settings" pop-up window (see Fig. 3.2).  
3.3.4 Example 
 
An example of a series of spectra calculated in the forward mode is given in Fig. 3.8. 
 
 
Fig. 3.8: A series of irradiance spectra calculated in the forward mode. 
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The spectrum type of Fig. 3.8 is irradiance reflectance. N = 15 spectra have been calculated 
by iterating two parameters: phytoplankton concentration, C[0], was changed from 0 to 8 µg/l 
in 5 steps, i.e. concentrations of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 µg/l were taken, and the concentration of large 
suspended particles, C_L, was changed from 2 to 8 mg/l in 3 steps, i.e. concentrations of 2, 5 
and 8 mg/l were taken. The values of the other parameters are shown in the parameter list at 
the left side. The list values of the iterated parameters, C[0] and C_L, are invalid. 
 
When "save all spectra" is activated in the "Forward calculation settings" popup-window (see 
Fig. 3.2), all 15 spectra are saved in ASCII format as separate files in the specified directory; 
an example listening of such a file was given above in Fig. 3.4. The file names are B01.fwd, 
B02.fwd, ... B15.fwd.  
 
If the number of calculated spectra is less than 22, and if the check box "if N<22, save all 
spectra in a single table" of the "Batch mode options" menu is marked with a hook, a single 
table with the file name SPEC.FWD is created instead of separate files. An example of that ta-
ble is shown in Fig. 3.9. 
 
 
T
c
v
fThis file was generated by the program WASI                              
Version 3 - Latest update: 29 May 2005                             
Parameter values in files: WASI.INI, CHANGES.TXT                   
                                                                   
y = Irradiance reflectance                                         
                                                                   
               1         2         3         4         5         6 
                                                                   
380.00  0.002158  0.005170  0.008426  0.002035  0.004880  0.007951 
381.00  0.002186  0.005244  0.008552  0.002057  0.004942  0.008057 
382.00  0.002214  0.005320  0.008679  0.002081  0.005006  0.008164 
383.00  0.002243  0.005397  0.008808  0.002104  0.005070  0.008272 
384.00  0.002272  0.005476  0.008939  0.002128  0.005135  0.008382 
385.00  0.002301  0.005555  0.009072  0.002152  0.005201  0.008493 
386.00  0.002331  0.005636  0.009208  0.002176  0.005268  0.008605 
387.00  0.002362  0.005718  0.009345  0.002201  0.005336  0.008719 
388.00  0.002393  0.005801  0.009484  0.002226  0.005404  0.008834 
389.00  0.002424  0.005886  0.009625  0.002251  0.005474  0.008951 
390.00  0.002456  0.005972  0.009768  0.002277  0.005544  0.009069 
 
Fig. 3.9: The first lines and the first 6 columns of the file SPEC.FWD of the spectra series of Fig. 3.8. 
 
he parameter values and input files used for calculating the spectra are documented by a 
opy of the WASI.INI file, which is stored automatically in the directory of the spectra. The 
alues of the iterated parameters are tabulated in the file CHANGES.TXT. An example of that 
ile is given in Fig. 3.10. 
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This file was generated by the program WASI 
Version 3 - Latest update: 29 May 2005 
 
List of parameter values which differ from one spectrum to the next 
Common parameter set of all spectra in file: WASI.INI 
All spectra are the results of forward calculations 
Spectra = Irradiance reflectance 
 
  Spectrum      C[0]       C_L 
 
   B01.fwd         0     2.000 
   B02.fwd         0     5.000 
   B03.fwd         0     8.000 
   B04.fwd     2.000     2.000 
   B05.fwd     2.000     5.000 
   B06.fwd     2.000     8.000 
   B07.fwd     4.000     2.000 
   B08.fwd     4.000     5.000 
   B09.fwd     4.000     8.000 
   B10.fwd     6.000     2.000 
   B11.fwd     6.000     5.000 
   B12.fwd     6.000     8.000 
   B13.fwd     8.000     2.000 
   B14.fwd     8.000     5.000 
   B15.fwd     8.000     8.000 
 
Fig. 3.10: The file CHANGES.TXT of the spectra series of Fig. 3.8. 
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4. Inverse mode 
 
Inverse modeling is the determination of model parameters for a given spectrum. More pre-
cisely, those values of the model parameters must be determined for which the correspon-
dence between fit curve and given spectrum is maximal.  
 
Three modes of operation are implemented for inverse modeling of spectra: 
 
• Single spectrum mode. Inversion is performed for a single spectrum which the user loads 
from file. After calculation, an overlay of imported spectrum and fit curve is automatically 
shown on screen and resulting fit values, number of iterations, and residuum are dis-
played. This mode allows to inspect the results for individual measurements. It is useful 
for optimizing the choice of initial values and the fit strategy before starting a batch job. 
 
• Batch mode. A series of spectra from file is inverted. After each fit, an overlay of im-
ported spectrum and fit curve is automatically shown on screen. This mode is useful for 
processing large data sets. 
 
• Reconstruction mode. Combines forward and inverse modes. Inversion is performed for 
a series of forward calculated spectra which are not necessarily read from file. The model 
parameters can be chosen differently for forward and inverse calculations. This mode is 
useful for performing sensitivity studies. 
 
4.1 Graphical user interface 
 
The appearance of WASI's graphical user interface (GUI) depends on the spectrum type and 
on the operation mode. Fig. 4.1 shows the GUI for the example of the spectrum type "Remote 
sensing reflectance" and the single spectrum mode. The GUI consists of 8 elements: 
 
(1) Drop-down list for selecting the spectrum type. As in the forward mode. 
 
(2) Check boxes for specifying the operation mode. In the inverse mode, the box "invert spec-
tra" is checked. A hook in the "batch mode" check box indicates that a series of spectra is 
analyzed. Otherwise, a single spectrum is inverted (single spectrum mode). The check box 
"read from file" selects whether the spectra are read from files (hook), or if previously 
forward calculated spectra are used (reconstruction mode, no hook).  
 
(3) Parameter list. The list tabulates the start values of the fit parameters. Defaults are read 
from the WASI.INI file, the user can change them by editing the "Value" fields. A hook in 
a "Fit?" check box makes the corresponding parameter to a fit parameter, otherwise the 
parameter is kept constant during inversion. In the single spectrum mode, the resulting fit 
values are displayed after inversion is finished. 
 
(4) The appearance of this area depends on the mode of operation. In the single spectrum 
mode, the residuum and the number of iterations are shown here after calculation is fin-
ished. In the batch mode, this area is empty. In the reconstruction mode, the panel of the 
forward mode for specifying the parameter iterations is displayed.  
 
(5) Check boxes for selecting model options. As in the forward mode.  
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Fig. 4.1: Graphical user interface of the inverse mode. 1 = Drop-down list for selecting the spectrum 
type, 2 = Check boxes for specifying the operation mode, 3 = Parameter list (model specific), 4 = Dis-
play elements depending on mode of operation, 5 = Check boxes for selecting model options (model 
specific), 6 = Menu bar, 7 = Start button, 8 = Plot window. 
(6) Menu bar. As in the forward mode. 
 
(7) Start button. Inverse modeling is started by pressing this button.  
 
(8) Plot window. The input spectrum is displayed in blue, the fit curve in red. The window is 
refreshed before a new pair of spectra is plotted, thus only the last pair remains on screen 
when a series of spectra is analyzed. The file name of the imported spectrum is shown on 
top right. 
 
In the example of Fig. 4.1, a remote sensing reflectance spectrum above water, imported from 
the file B1.fwd, was inverted in the single spectrum mode. The spectrum had been previously 
generated in the forward mode, where noise with a standard deviation of 2 · 10-4 sr-1 was 
added. During inversion three parameters were fitted (C[0], C_L, sigma_L), the other parame-
ters were kept constant. Fit results are C[0] = 1.88 µg l-1, C_L = 3.96 mg l-1, and sigma_L = 
0.201. The fit converged after 157 iterations at a residuum of 9.85 · 10-6 sr-1. 
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4.2 Inversion of a single spectrum 
4.2.1 Spectrum selection 
 
A single spectrum from file is selected as follows: 
 
• Define the spectrum type: select the type from the drop-down list (? in Fig. 4.1); 
• Load the spectrum. 
 
Loading the spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The pull-down menu "File" is opened from the 
menu bar, and "Load" is selected (top). Then a pop-up window for file selection opens, where 
the desired file is selected (bottom). Note: The layout of the file selection window depends on 
the operating system and the language; here the version of Windows 2000 in German is 
shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2: Loading a single spectrum for inversion. Top: Menu bar and pull-down menu "File". Bottom: 
Pop-up window for selecting the file.  
  
 
After the spectrum is loaded, it is automatically displayed in the plot window ? of Fig. 4.1, 
and the program mode is automatically set to "single spectrum mode", i.e. the check boxes ? 
of Fig. 4.1 are set as shown in Fig. 4.3. No user action is required. 
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Fig.  4.3: Check box settings of the single spectrum mode. 
4.2.2 Definition of initial values 
 
Initial values of each fit parameter are read from the WASI.INI file. The user can change 
them either in the parameter list ? of Fig. 4.1, or in the "Fit parameters" pop-up window, 
which is shown in Fig. 4.4.  
 
 
Fig.  4.4: The pop-up window "Fit parameters" with the register card "Miscellaneous". 
 
Only the parameters relevant for the selected spectrum type are displayed in the main window 
(in the parameter list ? of Fig. 4.1). For the example of Fig. 4.1, these are the parameters of 
the remote sensing reflectance model. The acronym, a check box, and a value is depicted for 
each parameter. The check box "Fit?" is used for selecting whether the parameter is treated as 
constant (no hook) or as fit parameter (hook) during inversion. In the example of Fig. 4.1 the 
parameters C[0], C_L, and sigma_L will be fitted, while all other parameters will be kept con-
stant. The entry in the "Value" field has a different meaning before inversion is started and 
after it is finished: Before, the initial values are displayed; afterwards, the fit results are 
shown.  
 
More details about the fit parameters contains the pop-up window "Fit parameters" (Fig. 4.4). 
It is accessed from the menu bar via "Options - Inverse calculation - Fit parameters" (see Fig. 
7.1). It has six register cards which sort the parameters according to the categories Illumina-
tion, Surface, Reflectance, Algae classes, Shallow water, and Miscellaneous. Fig 4.4 shows as 
example the register card "Miscellaneous".  
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For each parameter the "Fit parameters" pop-up window displays a description, the physical 
units, and the acronym; furtheron it shows a check box for determining whether the parameter 
is fit variable or constant, and it specifies the start value and minimum and maxium values 
that are allowed for the fit routine. The user can change the settings of the "Fit" check box and 
of start, minimum and maximum value. The complete set of start values of a displayed regis-
ter card can be overwritten by default values from the WASI.INI file by pressing the "Default 
values" button. These default values are stored separately from the start values in the 
WASI.INI file and can be changed only by editing the WASI.INI file.  
 
4.2.3 Fit strategy 
 
The values of the model parameters are determined iteratively. In the first iteration a fit curve 
is calculated using the initial values as parameters, and as a measure of correspondence be-
tween measured and fitted curve the residual is calculated. In all further iterations the fit pa-
rameters are altered and the new residual is compared with the previous one. If the new resid-
ual is smaller, the correspondence between measurement and fit is better, hence the new pa-
rameter set is the better one. The calculation is stopped when the difference between the re-
siduals of two subsequent steps is smaller than some threshold, or if the number of iterations 
is above some threshold. The parameter values of the step with the smallest residuum are the 
fit results. 
 
The residuum is a measure of the correspondence between the measured spectrum and a fit 
curve. WASI supports two calculation options: 
 
• wavelength dependent weighting, 
• 6 different minimisation methods. 
 
The residuum is calculated by averaging the weighted differences between measured and fit 
curve over all wavelengths. The weighting function is specified in the "Weights" register card 
of the pop-up window "Fit tuning", which is shown in Fig. 4.5 and accessed from the menu 
bar via "Options - Invers calculation - Fit tuning" (see Fig. 7.1). Path and file name of that 
function are displayed in the "File" field; the file can be exchanged by opening a file selection 
window by pressing the "..." button. The number of header lines and the columns of the x- and 
y-values have to be specified also. If all wavelengths shall be weighted equally, the file must 
contain a constant function, at the best with 1 as y-values. Such a file, EINS.PRN, is set as de-
fault in WASI. 
 
 
Fig.  4.5: The register card "Weights" of the popup window "Fit tuning". 
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Fig.  4.6: The register card "Residual" of the popup window "Fit tuning". 
 
The minimization method is selected in the "Residual" register card of the pop-up window 
"Fit tuning", which is shown in Fig. 4.6. The equations of calculation are summarized in Ta-
ble 4.1.  
 
Table 4.1: Meth  
= fit of channel 
4.2.4 Definition
 
Which part of 
residuals is spe
4.7. The pop-up
tuning" (see Fi
number should 
 
Fig.  4.7: The regino. method y-values minimize 
1 least squares linear Σ gi · | mi - fi |² 
2 absolute differences linear Σ gi · | mi - fi | 
3 relative differences linear Σ gi · | 1 - fi / mi | 
4 least squares logarithmic Σ gi · | ln(mi) - ln(fi) |² 
5 absolute differences logarithmic Σ gi · | ln(mi) - ln(fi) | 
6 relative differences logarithmic Σ gi · |1 - ln(fi) / ln(mi )| 
ods for calculating residuals. gi = weight of channel i, mi = measurement of channel i, fi
i.  of fit region and number of iterations 
the spectrum is fitted and which data interval is taken for calculating the 
cified in the "Final fit" register card of the "Fit tuning" menu, as shown in Fig. 
 window is accessed from the menu bar via "Options - Invers calculation - Fit 
g. 7.1). The maximum number of iterations forces the fit routine to stop; the 
be set high enough that a forced stop is exceptional. 
 
ster card "Final fit" of the pop-up window "Fit tuning". 
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4.3 Inversion of a series of spectra 
4.3.1 Selection of spectra 
 
A series of spectra is selected for inversion as follows: 
 
• the path of the input spectra is set in the menu "Options - directories", field "Read spec-
tra"; 
• the path for storing the results is set in the menu "Options - directories", field "Save re-
sults", input line "Inversion"; 
• reading of spectra is activated in the menu "Options - Invers calculation - Data in/out", 
field "Input": mark the box "read spectra" with a hook; 
• the file characteristics of the input spectra are set in the menu "Options - Invers calcula-
tion - Data in/out", field "Input": specify file extension, number of header lines in the files, 
column of x-values, column of y-values; 
• saving of fit spectra is activated or deactivated in the menu "Options - Invers calculation - 
Data in/out", field "Output": select or deselect the box "save all spectra". 
 
As a result of inversion, the fit results are stored in the table FITPARS.TXT. This table is gen-
erated at the specified path, irrespective whether saving of spectra is activated or deactivated. 
If saving of spectra is activated, for each input spectrum a file is generated which lists the 
spectral values of input and fit curve. The file names are identical to the input file names, but 
the file extensions are set to INV. 
 
4.3.2 Definition of initial values 
 
When a series of spectra shall be inverted, the initial values can either be chosen identically 
for every spectrum, or they are determined individually. The selection of the method is done 
in the "Initial values" register card of the pop-up window "Fit tuning" menu, as shown in Fig. 
4.8. The pop-up window is accessed from the menu bar via "Options - Invers calculation - Fit 
tuning". 
 
If the box "identical for all spectra" is marked with a hook, the initial values for every spec-
trum are taken from the parameter list, as described in section 4.1.3. Otherwise, there are two 
options: either the results from the previous fit are taken as start values for the subsequent fit, 
or some start values are determined from the spectrum itself. Which of these options is taken 
is specified individually for each spectrum type in the register card "Settings for individual 
spectra types". However, determination of start values from the spectrum itself is not possible 
for every spectrum type. If there is no register card for a specific spectrum type, or if the reg-
ister card does not include a box labeled "automatic determination of initial values", the re-
sults from the previous fit are taken as start values. 
 
Fig. 4.8 shows as an example the register card for the spectrum type Irradiance reflec-
tance. "Automatic determination of initial values" is activated, i.e. the initial values are de-
termined from the spectra themselves. The implemented algorithms for automatic determina-
tion and the relevant user interfaces are described in chapter 4.3 "Optimisation of inversion".  
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Fig.  4.8: The pop-up window "Fit tuning" with the opened register cards "Initial values" and "Irradi-
ance reflectance" of deep water. 
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4.4 Optimisation of inversion  
4.4.1 Irradiance reflectance of deep water 
 
The most important parameters that can be determined from irradiance reflectance spectra of 
deep water are the concentrations of phytoplankton, Gelbstoff and suspended matter. A study 
has been performed which investigated their retrieval sensitivity to errors (Gege 2002). It re-
sulted a very small sensitivity for suspended matter, some sensitivity for Gelbstoff, but very 
high sensitivity for phytoplankton. The study suggested a procedure for initial values deter-
mination, which has been optimised by further simulations. Finally the 5-steps-procedure 
summarised in Table 4.2 was implemented in WASI. The user can fine-tune the procedure in 
the "Fit tuning" pop-up window, which is shown in Fig. 4.8. It is accessed from the menu bar 
via "Options - Invers calculation - Fit tuning". 
 
Step determine algorithm Procedure 
1 CL, CS analytical Determine a first estimate of CL and CS from an analytic equation 
at a wavelength in the Infrared. 
2 Y, C0 analytical Determine a first estimate of Y and C0 from analytic equations at 
two wavelengths; for CL and CS the values from step 1 are taken. 
3 CL, CS, Y fit Determine initial values of CL, Cs and Y by fit; C0 is kept constant 
at the value from step 2, CL, CS and Y are initialized using the 
values from steps 1 and 2, respectively. 
4 C0, Y, S fit Determine initial values of C0, Y and S by fit; CL is kept constant at 
the value from step 3, Y is initialized using the value from step 3, 
S is initialized by the user-setting from the parameter list. 
5 All parame-
ters 
fit All parameters are fitted, starting with initial values for CL, CS, C0, 
Y and S from steps 3 and 4. 
 
Table 4.2: Procedure for inversion of irradiance reflectance spectra of deep water. 
 
Fine-tuning of steps 1 to 4 is done in the "Irradiance reflectance" register card of the "Fit tun-
ing" pop-up window. It is shown in Fig. 4.9. Steps 1 and 2 are performed if the check boxes 
"Analytic estimate of ..." are marked with a hook. Otherwise the initial values from the pa-
rameter list or from the previous fit are taken, as described in section 4.2.2. Steps 3 and 4 are 
tuned in the "Pre-fit" frames. The pre-fits are performed if "max. iterations" is set to a value 
larger than 1. At step 5 the user can define the wavelength range to be fitted, the intervals be-
tween data points, and the maximum number of iterations. The relevant user interface is 
shown in Fig. 4.7. 
 
Step 1. Suspended matter backscattering B0 can be calculated analytically from the reflec-
tance at any wavelength, for which phytoplankton and Gelbstoff absorption are either known 
or can be neglected. The equation of determination is obtained from the irradiance reflectance 
model described in section 2.5.1. Two models are implemented: 
 
 ,
B)(b)(a
B)(b
f)(R
0W,b
0W,b
+λ+λ
+λ⋅=λ  (4.1a) 
 
 .
)(a
B)(b
f)(R 0W,b λ
+λ⋅=λ  (4.1b) 
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Fig.  4.9: The register card "Irradiance reflectance" for deep water of the pop-up window "Fit tuning". 
 
Eq. (4.1a) is the Gordon et al. (1975) model, eq. (4.1b) the Prieur (1976) model, see section 
2.5.1. If absorption of water and its constituents, a, is known at a certain wavelength λIR, B0 is 
calculated as follows: 
 
),(b
)(Rf
)(R)(aB IRW,b
IR
IRIR
0 λ−λ−
λ⋅λ=  (4.2a) 
.)(b
f
)(R)(aB IRW,bIRIR0 λ−λ⋅λ=  (4.2b) 
 
These equations are obtained by solving eqs. (4.1a) and (4.1b) for B0, respectively. Which is 
used for calculating B0 depends on the selected R model. a(λIR) is calculated according to eq. 
(2.3) using as inputs the values from the parameter list; typically a(λIR) is very close to pure 
water absorption, aW(λIR), except for high Gelbstoff concentration. 
 
The calculation of f depends on the selected f model, cf. chapter 6.2. If f is parameterised 
solely as a function of the sun zenith angle (eqs. 6.1, 6.3), the f value resulting from the given 
sun zenith angle is taken. If f is parameterised additionally as a function of backscattering 
(eqs. 6.2, 6.4), f is calculated in two steps. First, the values from the parameter list are taken to 
calculate backscattering at wavelength λIR using eq. (2.4); with that result a first estimate of f 
is calculated. In the second step, eq. (4.2a) or (4.2b) is applied to calculate B0 using the f 
value from the first step. Then f is calculated again using eq. (6.2) or (6.4). 
 
A special algorithm has been implemented for the f model f = constant. Obviously a constant 
f value needs no further consideration for applying eq. (4.2a) or (4.2b). However, if that f 
model is selected, f can be treated as a fit parameter. If fitting of f is activated, an initial value 
for f can be calculated in addition to B0 as described in the following.  
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Special case: Initial values for f and B0
 
Calculation is based on reflectance values at two wavelengths λIR,1 and λIR,2 (λIR,2 > λIR,1). It re-
quires that R(λIR,1) ≠ R(λIR,2); if that is not the case, f is kept constant at the value from the parame-
ter list, and B0 is calculated as described above. Initial values determination makes use of eq. 
(4.1a); no corresponding algorithm for eq. (4.1b) is implemented. 
 
First the factor f is eliminated by taking the ratio of eq. (4.1a) for two wavelengths λIR,1 and λIR,2: 
 ( )( ) .B)(b B)(bB)(b)(a)(R B)(b)(a)(R 02,IRW,b 01,IRW,b02,IRW,b2,IR2,IR 01,IRW,b1,IR1,IR +λ
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+λ+λ⋅λ  (4.3) 
 
Eq. (4.3) assumes that B0 is the same at λIR,1 and λIR,2. Multiplication of eq. (4.3) with the product 
of both denominators leads to a quadratic expression in B0 of the form 
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It has two solutions:  
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The positive solution gives the correct value of B0. This is the algorithm for calculating B0. The al-
gorithm for calculating f is obtained directly from eq. (4.1a): 
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It has been investigated how the accuracy of the retrieved CL values depends on the choice of the wave-
lengths λIR,1 and λIR,2 and on the errors of the initial Y and CL values. The more λIR,1 and λIR,2 are shifted 
towards longer wavelengths, the better are the results. For Gelbstoff concentrations below 1 m-1 the rela-
tive error of CL is always below 20 % if both wavelengths are above 820 nm. For the MERIS channels 
λIR,1 = 870 nm and λIR,2 = 900 nm the relative errors are always below 5 % for Y ≤ 0.5 m-1 and below 12 
% for Y ≤ 1 m-1. Hence, for sensors equipped with two or more channels above 820 nm and for moderate 
Gelbstoff concentrations the analytical equations are well-suited to determine initial values of CL and f. 
 
The conversion from optical units B0 to gravimetric concentrations CL, CS is based on eq. 
(2.4) assuming bL(λ) = 1. Accordingly it is B0 ≡ bb(λ) – bb,W(λ) = CL · bb,L* + CS · bb,S* · 
(λ/λS)n. If CS = 0, CL is calculated as 
 
.
b
BC *
L,b
0
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Otherwise, i.e. for CS ≠ 0, the user-defined ratio rLS = CL/CS is retained, hence the initial val-
ues of CL and CS are calculated as follows: 
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CL can be determined in that way with an accuracy in the order of 1 % (Gege and Albert 
2005). 
 
Step 2. A non-iterative procedure based on two channels was found to be practicable for cal-
culating the initial concentrations of phytoplankton and Gelbstoff at an accuracy in the order 
of 30 % (Gege and Albert 2005). If suspended matter concentration and the factor f are known 
with little error, e.g. from step 1, the concentrations C0 and Y can be determined analytically 
from two wavelengths λ1 and λ2. The equations of determination are obtained from the irradi-
ance reflectance model described in chapter 2.5.1: 
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Resolving the equation for the sum Y · aY*(λ) + C0 · a0*(λ), and ratioing that equation for two 
wavelengths yields the following ratio RA: 
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Since all functions on the right-hand side of this equation are known, RA can be calculated. 
Division of nominator and denominator of the center expression by C0 leads to an equation 
which has as single unknown parameter the ratio Y/C0. Rewriting this equation yields the fol-
lowing expression: 
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The ratio of Gelbstoff to phytoplankton concentration is calculated using this equation. It is a 
matter of optimisation to determine the best-suited wavelengths λ1 and λ2. By inserting Y = 
(Y/C0) · C0 into eq. (4.9) and solving eq. (4.9) for C0 the following expression is obtained: 
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Eq. (4.12) is used to calculate the phytoplankton concentration. It is a matter of optimisation 
to determine the best-suited wavelength λ3. Gelbstoff concentration is then calculated using 
eq. (4.13) with the results from eqs. (4.11) and (4.12): 
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It has been investigated how the accuracy of the ratio Y/C0 and of the C0 and Y values de-
pends on the choice of the wavelengths λ1, λ2 and λ3, on the errors of CL determination from 
step 1 and on suspended matter concentration. The results of these studies are as follows: 
 
• λ1 should be chosen below 470 nm; 
• λ2 should be chosen below 500 nm; 
• λ3 should be chosen below 550 nm. 
 
In each case, preference should be given to shorter wavelengths. A good choice is λ2 = λ0 
since S errors don't affect Gelbstoff absorption at λ0. For λ3 no separate wavelength must be 
chosen, it can be set λ3 = λ2. Consequently, selection of only two wavelengths is implemented 
in WASI. Their defaults are: λ1 = 413 nm, λ2 = 440 nm.  
 
Steps 3 and 4. These steps were suggested by Gege (2002). The newly developed steps 1 and 
2 make them now unnecessary in most cases, but they are useful under certain conditions, for 
instance if no suitable infrared channel is available for accurate determination of CL or CS, or 
if S is fit parameter. Steps 3 and 4 improve the estimates for C0, CL, CS and Y by including 
additional spectral information, and a start value of S can be determined. Wavelength range, 
data interval and maximum number of iterations for the fits of steps 3 and 4 are specified in 
the "Pre-fit" frames of the register card "Irradiance reflectance" of Fig. 4.9. If max. Itera-
tions is set to 0 or 1, the respective fit is not performed.  
 
Step 5. Wavelength range, data interval and maximum number of iterations for the fit of step 
5 are specified in the "Final fit" register card of the "Fit tuning" pop-up window, see Fig. 4.7. 
The maximum number of iterations forces the fit routine to stop; the number should be set 
high enough that a forced stop is exceptional. 
 
4.4.2 Irradiance reflectance of shallow water 
 
Inversion of a shallow water irradiance reflectance spectrum determines in addition to the 
parameters of deep water several parameters related to the bottom: bottom depth zB and areal 
fractions fn of up to 6 bottom albedo spectra. The analytic function Rsh(λ) used for inversion is 
given by eq. (2.16). Since it consists of as much as 21 parameters, it is very important to ini-
tialise the fit parameters with realistic values. Otherwise the probability is large that the Sim-
plex gets lost in the high dimensional search space (up to 22 dimensions) and hence the fit 
provides completely wrong results. Albert (2004) developed the well-working methodology 
of Table 4.3 to increase step by step the number of estimated parameters, and he implemented 
it in WASI. 
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Step determine algorithm Procedure 
1 zB analytical Determine a first estimate of zB from an analytic equation at a 
wavelength interval in the red. 
2 CL, CS analytical Determine a first estimate of CL and CS from an analytic equation 
at a wavelength in the Infrared using the zB value from step 1. 
3 aWC(λ) nested  
intervals 
Estimate the total absorption spectrum of all water constituents for 
a wavelength interval in the visible using nested intervals. The 
required values of zB, CL and CS are taken from steps 1 and 2. 
4 C0, Y fit Determine a first estimate of C0 and Y by fitting the spectrum 
aWC(λ) of step 3. 
5 fn fn = 1/N The areal fractions of all bottom types are set equal; N = number 
of considered bottom types. 
6 CL, CS, Y, zB fit Determine a second estimate of CL, CS, Y and zB by fitting a wave-
length interval in the infrared. 
7 C0, Y, S, zB fit Determine a first estimate of S, a second of C0, and a third of Y 
and zB by fitting a wavelength interval in the blue. 
8 All  
parameters 
fit All fit parameters are fitted. 
 
Table 4.3: Procedure for inversion of irradiance reflectance spectra of shallow water. 
 
Fine-tuning of steps 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 is done in the "Irradiance reflectance" register card of the 
"Fit tuning" pop-up window. It is shown in Fig. 4.10. Steps 1 and 2 are performed if the check 
boxes "Analytic estimate of ..." are marked with a hook. Otherwise the initial values from the 
parameter list or from the previous fit are taken, as described in section 4.2.2. Steps 4, 6 and 7 
are tuned in the "Pre-fit" frames. The pre-fits are performed if "max. iterations" is set to a 
value larger than 1. At step 8 the user can define the wavelength range to be fitted, the inter-
vals between data points, and the maximum number of iterations. The relevant user interface 
is shown in Fig. 4.7. 
 
Step 1. The equation (2.16), which parameterises irradiance reflectance of shallow water, is 
simplified by setting KuW(λ) = KuB(λ) = Kd(λ). The resulting equation,  
 
 { } { },z)(K2exp)(RAz)(K2exp)(RA)(R)(R Bdb2Bd1sh ⋅λ−⋅λ⋅+⋅λ−⋅λ⋅−λ=λ  (4.14) 
 
is solved for zB: 
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Various simulations were performed to study the accuracy of this equation depending on 
wavelength and on errors of concentration and bottom type (Albert 2004). The wavelength 
interval 600–650 nm was found to be best-suited, thus it is used by default in WASI. By aver-
aging the zB values of that interval, an accuracy of zB of typically 20–40 % can be expected at 
moderate suspended matter concentration (< 10 mg/l) and zB < 10 m. Such accuracy is suffi-
cient to initialise zB. 
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Fig.  4.10: The register card "Irradiance reflectance" for shallow water of the pop-up window "Fit tun-
ing". 
 
Step 2. Like in the deep water case, an analytic approximation of the reflectance spectrum is 
solved for suspended matter backscattering B0 ≡ bb(λ) – bb,W(λ) to obtain an analytic equation 
for B0. The analytic approximation of the reflectance spectrum is given by eq. (4.14) in which 
R(λ) is replaced by eq. (4.1a). Solving this equation for B0 yields: 
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The conversion from optical units B0 to gravimetric units CL, CS uses eq. (4.8a) or (4.8b), as 
for deep water.  
 
Simulations of Albert (2004) showed that for zB > 2 m the accuracy is typically better than 20 
% for CL + CS < 5 mg/l and better than 40 % for CL + CS < 25 mg/l if 760 nm is taken as ref-
erence wavelength, which is used as default in WASI. Such accuracy is sufficient for initialis-
ing CL and CS. 
 
Step 3. Because eq. (4.14) cannot be solved analytically for C0 and Y, an intermediate step is 
required to estimate the total absorption of all water constituents, aWC. This is done iteratively 
by the method of nested intervals, which is described in the following.  
 
At wavelengths of non-negligible absorption of water constituents the values of R and Kd de-
pend on aWC. When R is calculated using eq. (4.1a) and Kd using eq. (2.5), values for bb and a 
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have to be assigned first. bb is calculated using eq. (2.4); for its critical parameters CL and CS 
the values from step 2 are taken. a is calculated using eq. (2.3); the value of aWC in that equa-
tion is treated as unknown and determined iteratively as follows. In the first step R and Kd are 
calculated using a start value A0 for aWC in eq. (2.3), and with these R and Kd values Rsh0 is 
calculated using eq. (4.14). In the next steps A0 is replaced in a systematic way with different 
Ai values until one of the following stop criteria is reached: (1) the ratio δ = Rshi / Rsh−1, 
which is a measure of the deviation between calculated value Rshi and measurement Rsh, is 
below a threshold δmin; (2) the number of iterations exceeds a threshold imax. The rule for cal-
culating Ai+1 from Ai is as follows: 
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The value of the last iteration, Ai+1, is assigned to aWC. These iterations are performed wave-
length for wavelength. The wavelength range 400–800 nm and a wavelength interval of 5 nm 
were found suitable, thus these are used by default in WASI. As a result an estimate of the 
spectrum aWC(λ) is obtained. A0 = 5 m−1, ∆ = 1 m−1, δmin = 0.01 and imax = 100 are set as de-
faults in WASI. Wavelength range, wavelength interval, and imax can be changed in the frame 
labeled "C[0] and C_Y by nested intervals and fit of absorption spectrum" of Fig. 4.10. A0, ∆, 
and δmin can be changed by editing the WASI.INI file. 
 
Step 4. A first estimate of the two parameters C0 and Y is determined by fitting the spectrum 
aWC(λ) from step 3 with the Simplex algorithm using eq. (2.1). The parameters C1…C5 and X 
of eq. (2.1) are set to zero in this step. For wavelength range, wavelength interval, and imax the 
same values are taken as in step 3. 
 
Step 5. The areal fractions fn of all those bottom types are set equal which are marked as fit 
parameters. 
 
Steps 6 and 7. These steps can be tuned by the parameters in the two "Pre fit …" frames of 
Fig. 4.10. 
 
Step 8. Wavelength range, data interval and maximum number of iterations are specified in 
the "Final fit" register card of the "Fit tuning" pop-up window, see Fig. 4.7. The maximum 
number of iterations forces the fit routine to stop; the number should be set high enough that a 
forced stop is exceptional. 
 
4.4.3 Remote sensing reflectance of deep water 
 
The remote sensing reflectance of deep water above the surface, Rrs(λ), is calculated using eq. 
(2.20a), (2.20b) or (2.20c); that below the surface, Rrs−(λ), according to eq. (2.17a) or (2.17b). 
Rrs(λ) has 25 parameters which may be fitted, Rrs−(λ) has 15. This high number of fit parame-
ters makes fit tuning necessary. In particular it is important to find suitable start values of the 
parameters, i.e. to start with initial values which are not too different from the final results. 
The user interface for controlling fit tuning is shown in Fig. 4.11. It is accessed from the menu 
bar via "Options - Invers calculation - Fit tuning". 
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Fig.  4.11: The register card "Remote sensing reflectance" for deep water of the pop-up window "Fit tun-
ing". 
 
If a downwelling irradiance measurement is available, the number of fit parameters for Rrs(λ) 
can be reduced by 4 (α, β, γ, δ). In this case the box "use Ed measurement" should be marked 
with a hook, and the measured spectrum has to be specified. 
 
Most of the initial values are taken from the parameter list in the main window. However, for 
some parameters an automatic determination is possible: for α, β, γ, δ if an Ed measurement 
is available, for CL and σL from a pre-fit in the Infrared, and for C0, Y, S and Q from a pre-fit 
in the Blue. For doing so, the box "automatic determination of initial values" has to be marked 
with a hook. Subsequently, the wavelength intervals, steps and maximum number of iterations 
have to be specified for each pre-fit. If "max. Iterations" is set to 0 or 1, the corresponding 
pre-fit is not performed. 
 
4.4.4 Remote sensing reflectance of shallow water 
 
For inversion of remote sensing reflectance spectra also the 8 steps of Table 4.3 are per-
formed. The only difference to the case of irradiance reflectance is that all R spectra are re-
placed by the corresponding Rrs spectra. 
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4.4.5 Downwelling irradiance 
 
The downwelling irradiance above the water surface, Ed(λ), is calculated according to eq. 
(2.1) as a weighted sum of 4 spectra. Since the curve forms of these spectra are quite differ-
ent, it is not possible to obtain similar sum curves by using rather different sets of weights. In 
other words, the solution of the inversion is unequivocal. Consequently, no fine-tunig of the 
inversion scheme is necessary. 
 
The downwelling irradiance below the water surface, Ed−(λ), is calculated according to eq. 
(2.4) using the above-water spectrum Ed(λ). For Ed(λ) either the parameterization of eq. (2.1) 
can be chosen, or a measured spectrum can be taken. The selection is done in the register card 
"Irradiance" of the pop-up window "Fit tuning", which is shown in Fig. 4.12. It is  accessed 
from the menu bar via "Options - Invers calculation - Fit tuning". 
 
 
Fig.  4.12: The register card "Irradiance" of the pop-up window "Fit tuning". 
 
Downwelling irradiance spectra below the water surface are not very different from those 
above the surface, i.e. the curve form of Ed−(λ) depends much more on the parameters of 
Ed(λ) than on those of R(λ). Hence small errors of Ed(λ) cause large errors of the retrieved 
parameters of R(λ). Thus the option of using Ed(λ) measurements for fitting Ed−(λ) must be 
applied with care; in general it should not be used.6  
                                                          
6 The option has been included for consistency reasons: Ed(λ) measurements are useful for inversion of upwell-
ing radiance and specular reflectance spectra. 
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5. Reconstruction mode 
 
The reconstruction mode is a combination of forward and inverse mode: A spectrum is calcu-
lated in the forward mode, and subsequently this spectrum is fitted in the inverse mode. The 
model parameters of the forward calculation are stored together with the fit parameters of the 
inversion in one file; the spectrum may be saved or not. Analogously to the forward mode, up 
to three parameters can be iterated simultaneously. Parameters of the forward mode and of the 
inverse mode can be chosen differently. The mode is called reconstruction mode because in-
version reconstructs  model parameters of the forward mode at altered conditions. It is useful 
for sensitivity studies. 
 
5.1 Definition of parameter values 
 
Initial values of each fit parameter are read from the WASI.INI file. The user can change 
them most conveniently in the parameter list at the left side of the main window (or alterna-
tively in the "Fit parameters" pop-up window, see Fig. 4.4). An example is shown in Fig. 5.1.   
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1: Example of a parameter list. Top: values of forward modeling; bottom: start values of inversion. 
By clicking the "invert spectra" check box, the user can quickly switch between the forward 
and inverse values. Fig. 5.1 shows as an example the parameter list of the downwelling irradi-
ance model above the water surface. On top the forward values are shown, on bottom the start 
values of the inverse mode. The forward and inverse values are chosen identical for two pa-
rameters (alpha, delta), and differently for three other parameters (beta, gamma, nue).  
 
Fig. 5.1 is an example how to study propagation of model errors. A different value of the pa-
rameter nue is chosen for forward and inverse calculation, and nue is not fitted. This is an 
efficient way to introduce a well-defined model error: the error of the inverse model is attrib-
uted to the parameter nue, and the error is given quantitatively as nuewrong – nuecorrect = 0 – 1. 
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Due to the wrong nue value, the fit cannot find the correct values of the fit parameters alpha, 
beta, gamma. The errors of these parameters depend only on the nue error. In this way, the 
sensitivity of alpha, beta, gamma on nue errors can be studied. Systematic investigations of 
such error propagation are the basis of sensitivity studies. 
 
Error propagation can be investigated systematically by iterating the erroneous model pa-
rameter during forward calculation. The way to do this is explained in section 3.3.2. Fig. 5.2 
shows as example how to study systematically the errors caused by wrong values of the pa-
rameter nue: nue is iterated from -1 to 1 in 11 steps. Thus, 11 spectra are calculated in the 
forward mode with nue values of -1, -0.8, ..., 1, and these spectra are subsequently fitted. If 
nue is fixed during inversion like in Fig. 5.1, a series of inversion results is obtained for a sys-
tematically changing error of the parameter nue. 
 
5.2 Definition of output information 
 
The results of fitting a series of spectra are stored in a single file, FITPARS.TXT. Fig. 5.3 
shows as an example a listening of this file for the settings of Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The first lines 
explain the file content and summarize relevant information.  
 
The first column of the data block of the file FITPARS.TXT, headed "File", lists the file names 
of the calculated spectra. Whether the spectra are saved or not, decides the user. As sensitivity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 This file was generated by the program WASI 
Version 2.4 - Latest update: 6 July 2004 
 
List of fitted parameters which may differ from one spectrum to the next 
Common parameter set of all spectra in file: WASI.INI 
Errors are given in %: error = 100*(inv/fwd-1) 
 
              fwd  Inversion                 inv      inv      inv    error    error    error 
    File      nue Iterations   Residuum    alpha     beta    gamma    alpha     beta    gamma 
 
     B01   -1.000        105      0.166    0.186   0.0741    0.146    -7.00    -25.9     46.0 
     B02  -0.8000        111      0.129    0.189   0.0794    0.136    -5.50    -20.6     36.0 
     B03  -0.6000        112     0.0957    0.192   0.0845    0.126    -4.00    -15.5     26.0 
     B04  -0.4000        114     0.0654    0.195   0.0895    0.117    -2.50    -10.5     17.0 
     B05  -0.2000        118     0.0383    0.197   0.0945    0.108    -1.50    -5.50     8.00 
     B06 -5.551E-17      103     0.0147    0.199   0.0993   0.0998   -0.500   -0.700   -0.200 
     B07   0.2000         99     0.0103    0.201    0.104   0.0919    0.500     4.00    -8.10 
     B08   0.4000        110     0.0281    0.203    0.109   0.0844     1.50     9.00    -15.6 
     B09   0.6000        111     0.0444    0.204    0.113   0.0773     2.00     13.0    -22.7 
     B10   0.8000        142     0.0585    0.206    0.118   0.0705     3.00     18.0    -29.5 
     B11        1         96     0.0703    0.207    0.123   0.0641     3.50     23.0    -35.9 
 
   mean= -6.056E-17      111    0.06557   0.1981  0.09894   0.1019     2.86     13.2     22.3 
    max=   -1.000        142     0.1663   0.2070   0.1230   0.1460    -7.00    -25.9     46.0 
 
 
Fig. 5.3: Example of the output file FITPARS.TXT.  
 
Fig. 5.2: Iteration of the parameter nue. 
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studies are generally based on a large number of spectra, usually not all spectra are saved, but 
only a few for illustration purposes. Thus, a study may be performed in two steps: in the first 
step, the parameters of interest are iterated over the interesting ranges with few steps, and the 
resulting spectra are saved; in the second step, the calculations of step 1 are repeated, but with 
much more steps, and without saving the spectra. How to save forward calculated spectra is 
described in sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3, the corresponding pop-up window is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
How to save fit spectra is described in section 4.3.1. How the directories are selected is de-
scribed in section 7.1, the corresponding pop-up window is shown in Fig. 7.2. 
 
The second column of the data block lists the values of the parameter which is iterated during 
forward calculation. The abbreviation "fwd" in the heading of this column means "value of 
forward calculation", the heading's second line specifies the parameter name. If more than one 
parameter is iterated, similar columns are added. In the example of Fig. 5.3, 11 values of the 
parameter nue (-1.000, -0.800, ..., 1) were taken for forward calculation. Since the other 
model parameters were hold constant for the series of forward calculations, these are not in-
cluded in this file; their values are documented in the WASI.INI file, as indicated in the 
header information. 
 
All subsequent columns summarize the results which were obtained by fitting the forward 
calculated spectra. The column headed "Inversion Iterations" shows the required number of 
iterations of the fit routine (see 4.2.4). The next column, "Residuum", lists the residuals, 
which are a measure for the correspondence between the forward calculated spectrum and the 
fit curve (see 4.2.3.1). The next columns tabulate the resulting values of the fit parameters. 
The abbreviation "inv" in their heading means "value of inverse calculation", the heading's 
second line specifies the parameter name. Each parameter, for which in the parameter list the 
corresponding check box "Fit?" is marked with a hook, is represented by such a column. In 
the example of Fig. 5.3 these are the parameters alpha, beta, gamma.  
 
The specific results of the reconstruction mode are tabulated in the last colums. These col-
umns, labeled "error" and headed by parameter names, list the relative errors of user-selected 
parameters. The selection which parameters to tabulate, is done in the pop-up window "Re-
construction mode settings", which is shown in Fig. 5.4. This window is accessed from the 
menu bar via "Options – Reconstruction mode", see Fig. 7.1. The relative errors are calculated 
as 100 * (inv/fwd – 1), where "inv" is the fit result of inverse modeling and "fwd" is the pa-
rameter value used during forward calculation. Hence, the relative errors are the fit parame-
ter's deviations from the "true" values in percent. 
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Fig.  5.4: The pop-up window "Reconstruction mode settings". 
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6. Model options 
6.1 Downwelling irradiance 
 
The spectrum type "Downwelling irradiance" is activated by selecting in the main window 
"Downwelling irradiance" from the drop-down list above the "Start" button, see Fig. 6.1 left. 
After the spectrum type is selected, the check box "above water" is displayed, and the accord-
ing parameter list. If "above water" is selected, the parameter list shown in the center of Fig. 
6.1 is displayed, otherwise the right one. 
 
The above-water calculation is done using eq. (2.1), which requires the parameters α = alpha, 
β = beta, γ = gamma, δ = delta, ν = nue. The below-water calculation is done using eq. (2.4), 
which requires additionally the parameters of the irradiance model. 
 
       
 
Fig. 6.1: Settings of the spectrum type "Downwelling irradiance" in the main window. Left: Drop-
down list with "Downwelling irradiance" selected as spectrum type and "above water" check box. 
Center: Parameter list for above-water calculation. Right: Parameter list for in-water calculation. 
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6.2 Irradiance reflectance 
 
The spectrum type "Irradiance reflectance" is activated by selecting this type in the main win-
dow from the drop-down list above the "Start" button, see Fig. 6.2 left. After the spectrum 
type is selected, one of the two parameter lists shown in Fig. 6.2 is displayed: if the check box 
"shallow water" below the "Start button" is not marked, the short list is displayed (Fig. 6.2 
center), otherwise the long list is displayed (Fig. 6.2 right). Only 25 of the 36 parameters of 
the shallow water model can be displayed simultaneously; for displaying the hidden parame-
ters, the scroll bar to the right of the "Value" fields has to be moved up- or downwards. 
       
 
Fig. 6.2: Settings of the spectrum type "Irradiance reflectance" in the main window. Left: Drop-
down list with "Irradiance reflectance" selected as spectrum type. Center: Parameter list of the
deep-water model. Right: Parameter list of the shallow-water model.  
Irradiance reflectance spectra R(λ) are calculated using the Gordon algorithm, see eq. (2.14a), 
or the Prieur algorithm, see eq. (2.14b). Both algorithms parameterize R(λ) as a function of 
absorption and backscattering and thus require as parameters the concentrations of the differ-
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ent phytoplankton classes (Ci = C[i], i = 0, 1, ..., 5), of large (CL = C_L) and small (CS = C_S) 
suspended particles, of non-chlorophyllous particles (X = C_X) and of Gelbstoff (Y = C_Y), 
and the Angström exponent (n), water temperature (T = T_W), proportionality factor (f), and 
eventually Gelbstoff exponent (S). f can either be treated as a parameter, or it can be calcu-
lated as a function of absorption, backscattering and the sun zenith angle. 
 
Fig. 6.3: The register card "Reflectance" of the pop-up window "Model options". 
 
R algorithm and f calculation method are selected in the "Reflectance" register card of the 
"Model options" pop-up window, which is shown in Fig. 6.3. The pop-up window is accessed 
from the menu bar via "Options – Models".  
 
The factor of proportionality, f, depends on the scattering properties of the water and on the  
illumination geometry. In WASI, f can either be treated as a parameter, or it can be calculated 
using one of the following algorithms: 
 
f = 0.975 – 0.629 · cos θ'sun (6.1) 
 
f = 0.6279 – 0.2227 · ηb – 0.0513 · ηb2 + (–0.3119 + 0.2465 · ηb) · cos θsun (6.2) 
 
suncos5.0
5.0f θ+=  (6.3) 
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Fig. 6.4: The register card "Backscattering" of the pop-up window "Model options". The settings are 
not the default settings of WASI; they correspond to the model of Sathyendranath et al. (1989). .)
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quation (6.1) is taken from Kirk (1984), (6.2) from Morel and Gentili (1991), (6.3) from 
athyendranath and Platt (1997), and (6.4) from Albert and Mobley (2003). θsun is the sun 
enith angle above the water surface, θ'sun below the surface. The factor ηb in eq. (6.2) is the 
atio bb,W/bb. The factor x in eq. (6.4) is bb/(a+bb) for the Gordon algorithm and bb/a for the 
rieur algorithm.  
he options for calculating absorption are described in section 6.3. Those for calculating 
ackscattering are set in the register card "Backscattering" of the pop-up window "Model op-
ions", see Fig. 6.4. 
ackscattering by large particles 
n Fig. 6.4 the box "correlate with phytoplankton" determines whether CL of eq. (2.15) is 
reated as an independent parameter (no hook), or if CL = C0 is set, with C0 = C[0] denoting 
hytoplankton concentration (hook). In case-1 water types suspended matter is highly corre-
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lated with phytoplankton, hence it is suggested to mark the box for case-1 waters, but not for 
case-2 waters.  
 
The boxes "scattering function from file" and "scattering function calculated from phyto-
plankton absorption" are exclusive, i.e. exact one of both is marked with a hook. They deter-
mine how the function bL(λ) of eq. (2.15) is selected: it is either read from file ("scattering 
function from file" is marked) or it is calculated from the specific absorption spectrum of 
phytoplankton (the other box is marked). Calculation is useful when suspended matter and 
phytoplankton are highly correlated, i.e. for case-1 waters, otherwise a spectrum independent 
from phytoplankton should be taken. If no information about the spectral dependency of 
backscattering by large particles is available, it is a good idea to use a constant function bL(λ) 
= 1. This provides good results for instance in Lake Constance (Heege 2000). By default, 
bL(λ) = 1 is read from the file eins.prn. For reading another file, the WASI.INI file must be 
changed accordingly. 
 
The box "nonlinear with concentration" determines whether the specific backscattering coef-
ficient bb,L* of eq. (2.15) is treated as constant (no hook), or if it is calculated as A · CLB 
(hook). B is the value in the input field "Power of C_L", which is visible only in the nonlinear 
case. The value in the input field "Specific backscattering coefficient" corresponds to bb,L* in 
the linear case, and to A in the nonlinear case. The "at ... nm" input field of Fig. 6.4 specifies 
the wavelength where the specific backscattering coefficient is valid. After a scattering func-
tion is read from file or calculated from phytoplankton absorption, it is normalized at that 
wavelength. 
Backscattering by small particles 
 
The value in the input field "Specific backscattering coefficient" of the "Small particles" sec-
tion of Fig. 6.4 corresponds to bb,S* of eq. (2.15). The "at ... nm" input field specifies the 
wavelength λS of eq. (2.15).  
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6.3 Absorption 
 
The spectrum type "Absorption" is activated by selecting in the main window "Absorption" 
from the drop-down list above the "Start" button, see Fig. 6.5 left. After the spectrum type is 
set to "Absorption", the check box "include pure water" (Fig. 6.5 left) and the parameter list 
shown in Fig. 6.5 right are displayed. 
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Fig. 6.5: Settings of the spectrum type "Absorption" in the main window. Left: Drop-down list with
"Absorption" selected as spectrum type and "include pure water" check box. Right. Parameter list.  he spectrum type "Absorption" supports two options: include or exclude pure water absorp-
ion. If pure water absorption is included (check box is marked with a hook), the absorption 
pectrum of the water body is calculated using eq. (2.3). Otherwise (no hook) absorption of 
he water constituents alone is calculated using eq. (2.1).7  
arameters of the absorption model are the concentrations of the 6 phytoplankton classes (Ci 
 C[i], i = 0, 1, ..., 5), the concentration of non-chlorophyllous particles (X = C_X), Gelbstoff 
oncentration (Y = C_Y), and eventually Gelbstoff exponent (S) and water temperature (T = 
_W). T is model parameter if pure water absorption is included; it is not required for 
alculating absorption of the water constituents.  
hether S is model parameter or not depends on the choice of the specific Gelbstoff 
bsorption spectrum aY*(λ). It can either be read from file, or it can be calculated during run-
ime using eq. (2.2). The selection is done in the "Absorption" register card of the pop-up 
indow "Model options", which is shown in Fig. 6.6. The corresponding boxes "exponential 
unction" and "specific absorption from file" are exclusive, i.e. exact one of both is marked 
ith a hook. The input field "Normalize absorption spectrum at ... nm" specifies the 
avelength λ0 where aY*(λ) is normalised. 
                                                         
 Most spectrum types included in WASI depend on the absorption of the water body. For all types which use 
bsorption implicitely, the absorption spectrum includes pure water, i.e. absorption is calculated according to eq. 
2.3). 
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The input spectrum aX*(λ) may be normalized after it is read from file, or not. The selection is 
done in the check box "Normalize absorption spectrum" of the "Particles" section of Fig. 6.6. 
If normalization is selected, the corresponding wavelength λ0 must be specified in the "at ... 
nm" input field. When aX*(λ) is normalized, the concentration of large suspended particles is 
given in units of absorption at the reference wavelength λ0, otherwise it is given in units re-
lated to the units of the input file. By default aX*(λ) is normalized.  
 
 
Fig. 6.6: The register card "Absorption" of the pop-up window "Model options".  
 
 
The 10 input spectra aW(λ), daW/dT(λ), aY*(λ), aX*(λ), ai*(λ) with i=0..5, are read from files 
which are specified in the initialisation file WASI.INI. If these spectra should be replaced by 
other spectra, the WASI.INI file must be changed accordingly.  
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6.4 Bottom reflectance 
 
The spectrum type "Bottom reflectance" is activated by selecting this type in the main win-
dow from the drop-down list above the "Start" button, see Fig. 6.7 left. After the spectrum 
type is set to "Bottom reflectance", the check box "radiance sensor" (Fig. 6.7 left) and the 
parameter list shown in Fig. 6.7 right are displayed. 
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Fig. 6.7: Settings of the spectrum type "Bottom reflectance" in the main window. Left: Drop-down list 
with "Bottom reflectance" selected as spectrum type. Right: Parameter list of the forward mode. f the check box "radiance sensor" is marked with a hook (like in Fig. 6.7 left), the bottom 
eflectance is calculated for a radiance sensor using eq. (2.22). Otherwise, it is calculated for 
n irradiance sensor using eq. (2.21). 
ottom albedo (irradiance reflectance) is calculated as a weighted sum of 6 albedo spectra. 
he weights fn = fa[n], n = 0..5, are the relative areas of the 6 bottom types within the sensor's 
ield of view. Consequently, it is Σ fn = 1, thus only 5 of the fn are independent parameters, 
hile one is calculated using Σ fn = 1. Which of the weights is adjusted in this manner is de-
ined in the register card "Bottom" of the pop-up window "Model options", see Fig. 6.8. It is 
ccessed from the menu bar via "Options − Models" (see Fig. 7.1). The selection is done in 
he box "Adjust bottom albedo". If "none" is selected, the weights are not automatically ad-
usted. In the example of Fig. 6.8 the weight for surface no. 3 is automatically adjusted. This 
s visible in the main window by an inactive input box for fa[3] in the parameter list, i.e. the 
alculated value is displayed in gray instead of black, see Fig. 6.7 right. 
or a radiance sensor the bottom reflectance spectra are weighted additionally to fn with re-
lection factors Bn, which are the ratio of radiance reflected in the direction of the sensor rela-
ive to the downwelling irradiance. For an isotropic (Lambertian) reflecting surface it is Bn = 
/π = 0.318 sr–1, thus 0.318 sr–1 are the default values for all Bn's. The reflection factors can be 
et for each surface type individually in the register card "Bottom" of the pop-up window 
Model options", see Fig. 6.8. 
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Fig. 6.8: The register card "Bottom" of the pop-up window "Model options".  
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7. Program options 
 
The "Options" item of the menu bar on top of the WASI window is the entry point to all pro-
gram settings. Fig. 7.1 shows the main menu bar of WASI and the structure of the "Options" 
item. The various program settings are grouped in 7 thematic areas; one of these ("Invers cal-
culation) is further divided into 3 themes. When one of the themes is selected, a pop-up win-
ttings. dow shows up which allows to inspect and modify the se
  
 
Fig. 7.1: The structure of the "Options" menu. The pop-up menus of the first four thematic areas are described in the previous chapters: 
"Models" in chapter 6 (Figs. 6.3, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8), "Forward calculation" in chapter 3 (Fig. 3.2), 
"Invers calculation" in chapter 4 (Figs. 4.4 to 4.12), and "Reconstruction mode" in chapter 5 
(Fig. 5.3). The pop-up menus of the three remaining themes are described in the following. 
 
7.1 Directories 
 
The directories for saving calculated spectra and for reading import spectra are selected in the 
"Directories" pop-up window. It is accessed from the menu bar via "Options – Directories" 
(see Fig. 7.1) and shown in Fig. 7.2. The pre-selected directories can be changed by entering a 
new directory name or by pressing the button ---- and selecting a directory from the displayed 
directory tree (not shown). 
...
 
 
 
Fig. 7.2: The pop-up window "Directories". 
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7.2 Display options 
 
The pop-up window for settings concerning visualisation is shown in Fig. 7.3. It appears 
when the thematic area "Display" is selected in the "Options" menu (see Fig. 7.1).  
  
 
Fig. 7.3: The popup-window "Display options".  
 
Range of x and y values. The range of the displayed x-values is defined by the values in the 
fields "xmin =" and "xmax =". The range of the displayed y-values is either defined by the 
values in the fields "ymin =" and "ymax =", or adjusted automatically to the actual spectrum if 
the check box "autoscale" is marked with a hook. In the latter case the input fields for ymin 
and ymax are deactivated. By default the autoscale option is activated. 
 
Spectrum information. On top right of the plot window the file name of the actual spectrum 
can be displayed, either excluding or including the path. The selection is made using the 
check boxes "display filename" and "display path".  
 
Layout. The spectra can be plotted either on a blank background, or on a coarse or fine grid. 
The selection is made using the check boxes "display grid" and "display subgrid". The back-
ground colour can be changed by pressing the  ...  button and selecting the desired colour in 
the upcoming popup-window (not shown). 
. .
 
7.3 General options 
 
The pop-up window for some general settings is shown in Fig. 7.4. It appears when the the-
matic area "General" is selected in the "Options" menu (see Fig. 7.1).  
 
Four yes-no-decisions can be made: 
• The check box "save INI file automatically" selects whether or not the file WASI.INI is 
updated automatically at program termination. 
• The check box "multiply spectrum Ed with factor" allows to multiply automatically each 
downwelling irradiance spectrum Ed(λ), which is read from file, with a factor whose value 
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•
•
   
 
Fig. 7.4: The pop-up window "General options". is set in the adjacent input field. This is useful if Ed(λ) was measured as radiance upwell-
ing from a horizontally oriented diffuse reflecting panel, Lup(λ). In this case it is Ed(λ) = π 
· ρ · Lup(λ), where ρ is the panel's reflectance. The conversion factor is set to π = 3.1416 
by default, which corresponds to ρ = 1. 
 The check box "multiply spectrum E0 with factor" allows to multiply automatically the 
spectrum of the extraterrestrial solar irradiance, E0(λ), with a conversion factor. This is 
useful if the spectrum E0(λ) is given in other units than the other irradiance spectra. For 
example, the spectrum E0(λ) provided with WASI is given in units of µW cm−2 sr−1, while 
the common units in WASI are mW m−2 sr−1. This leads to a conversion factor of 0.1. 
 The check box "multiply spectrum Rrs with factor" allows to multiply automatically all 
remote sensing reflectance spectra Rrs(λ) (those read from file as well as those forward 
calculated) with a factor whose value is set in the adjacent input field. This provides a fast 
way to convert Rrs(λ) to irradiance reflectance R(λ) using the model of Eq. (2.13a), Rrs−(λ) 
= R(λ)/Q. The conversion factor is set to Q = π = 3.1416 by default, which represents the 
idealized case of isotropic reflection. 
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Appendix 1: Installation 
 
WASI has no custom setup routine like most WINDOWS programs. However, installation is 
very easy. 
 
Method 1:  
The simplest method is to install WASI in the directory D:\WASI. The steps are: 
• Create the directory D:\WASI 
• Copy WASI.ZIP into D:\WASI 
• Unzip WASI.ZIP 
 
Method 2: 
If you prefer to install WASI in another directory than D:\WASI, then installation needs a 
little bit more effort. The steps are: 
• Create the desired directory 
• Copy WASI.ZIP into that directory 
• Unzip WASI.ZIP 
• Edit WASI.INI: Replace with a text editor all occurences of "D:\WASI\" with your direc-
tory 
 
To start WASI, execute the file WASI.EXE. 
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Appendix 2: WASI.INI 
 
WASI.INI is the initialization file of WASI. It is read automatically during program start. All 
program settings are stored in this file. The following is an example listening. 
 
 
Initialization file for the program WASI - water colour simulator 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
WASI.INI version 25 August 2005 
WASI.EXE Version 3 - Latest update: 11 June 2005 
 
[ Spectrum of x-values ] 
d:\wasi\data\ch_meris.prn 
3    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
 
[ E0 = Spectrum of solar constant ] 
d:\wasi\data\E0_sun.prn 
11   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ tA = Spectrum of transmission of atmosphere ] 
d:\wasi\data\ta.t 
7    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ tC = Spectrum of transmission of clouds ] 
d:\wasi\data\tc.t 
7    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aW = Absorption of water ] 
d:\wasi\data\water.a 
10   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ dadT = Temperature dependence of water absorption ] 
d:\wasi\data\dawdt.prn 
10   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aP[0] = Specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 0 ] 
d:\wasi\data\phyto.a 
12   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aP[1] = Specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 1 ] 
d:\wasi\data\cry-lo.a 
10   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aP[2] = Specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 2 ] 
d:\wasi\data\cry-hi.a 
11   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aP[3] = Specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 3 ] 
d:\wasi\data\dia.a 
10    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aP[4] = Specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 4 ] 
d:\wasi\data\dino.a 
10   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aP[5] = Specific absorption spectrum of phytoplankton class no. 5 ] 
d:\wasi\data\green.a 
10   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aX = Absorption of non-chlorophyllous particles ] 
d:\wasi\data\x.a 
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7    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ aY = Specific absorption of Gelbstoff ] 
d:\wasi\data\y.a 
12   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ bL = Scattering coefficient of large particles ] 
d:\wasi\data\eins.prn 
2    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ albedo[0] = Bottom albedo #0 = const ] 
d:\wasi\data\bottom.r 
15   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ albedo[1] = Bottom albedo #1 = sand ] 
d:\wasi\data\sand.r 
21    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
2    = Column with y-values 
 
[ albedo[2] = Bottom albedo #2 = silt ] 
d:\wasi\data\bottom.r 
15    = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
3    = Column with y-values 
 
[ albedo[3] = Bottom albedo #3 = green makrophyte "Chara aspera" ] 
d:\wasi\data\bottom.r 
15   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
4    = Column with y-values 
 
[ albedo[4] = Bottom albedo #4 = green makrophyte "Potamogeton perfoliatus" ] 
d:\wasi\data\bottom.r 
15   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
5    = Column with y-values 
 
[ albedo[5] = Bottom albedo #5 = green makrophyte "Potamogeton pectinatus" ] 
d:\wasi\data\bottom.r 
15   = Header lines 
1    = Column with x-values 
6    = Column with y-values 
 
[ Measurement ] 
d:\wasi\data\demo\R\fwd.r  
8       = Header lines 
1       = Column with x-values 
2       = Column with y-values 
 
[ Measurement: Irradiance reflectance, R ] 
d:\wasi\data\demo\R\fwd.r  
8       = Header lines 
1       = Column with x-values 
2       = Column with y-values 
 
[ Measurement: Downwelling irradiance, Ed ] 
d:\wasi\data\demo\E_down\R2R.C1 
30      = header lines 
1       = column with x-values 
2       = column with y-values 
 
[ Measurement: Sky radiance reflected at surface, Ls ] 
d:\wasi\data\demo\L_sky\Ls.fwd  
8       = header lines 
1       = column with x-values 
2       = column with y-values 
       
[ Measurement: Remote sensing reflectance R_rs ] 
D:\WASI\DATA\DEMO\R_rs\s2am.c-o 
27      = Header lines 
1       = Column with x-values 
2       = Column with y-values 
 
[ Measurement: Attenuation for downwelling irradiance, Kd ] 
d:\Wasi\data\demo\K_down\K.prn 
5       = Header lines 
1       = Column with x-values 
3       = Column with y-values 
 
[ Weighting function for inversion ] 
d:\Wasi\DATA\EINS.PRN 
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2       = Header lines 
1       = Column with x-values 
2       = Column with y-values 
 
[ Spectra inverted in batch mode ] 
D:\WASI\TEMP\*.fwd 
8       = Header lines 
1       = Column with x-values 
2       = Column with y-values 
 
[ Directories: save FWD, save INV ] 
D:\WASI\TEMP 
D:\WASI\TEMP 
 
[ General settings and parameters ] 
380     = xu             = lowest  x-coordinate displayed 
805     = xo             = highest x-coordinate displayed 
3.9E-5  = yu             = lowest  y-coordinate displayed 
0.050   = yo             = highest y-coordinate displayed 
380     = xub            = lowest x-coordinate calculated 
900     = xob            = highest x-coordinate calculated 
1       = dxb            = wavelength interval for calculation 
400     = Norm_min       = lower boundary for normalisation (nm) 
800     = Norm_max       = upper boundary for normalisation (nm) 
3.1416  = Ed_factor      = multiplicator of spectrum E_down 
0.10000 = E0_factor      = multiplicator of spectrum E0 
3.1416  = Rrs_factor     = multiplicator of spectrum R_rs 
0       = calc_mode      = calculation mode: 1=invers, 0=2=batch 
3       = spec_type      = type of spectrum: 0=E_d, 1=L_up, 2=R_rs, 3=R, 4=R_surf, 5=a, 6=K_d, 7=R_bottom 
0       = Model_R        = R model: 0=f*bb/(a+bb), 1=f*bb/a 
1       = Model_R_rsA    = R_rs above surface is a function of 0=R_rs(0-), 1=R, 2=both 
0       = Model_R_rsB    = R_rs model below surface: 0=f_rs*bb/(a+bb), 1=f_rs*bb/a, 2=R/Q  
4       = Model_f        = f model: 0=const, 1=Kirk, 2=Morel+Gentili, 3=Sath.+Platt, 4=Albert+Mobley 
0       = Model_f_rs     = f_rs model: 0=Albert, 1=f/Q 
-1      = bottom_fill    = bottom surface type adjusted to yield sum of weights = 1 
$00E1FFFF = clPlotBk     = color of plot background       
 
[ Flags: 0 = FALSE, 1 = TRUE ] 
0       = flag_SubGrid   = draw subgrid 
1       = flag_Grid      = draw grid 
1       = flag_Autoscale = autoscale plot 
1       = flag_ShowName  = display filename 
1       = flag_ShowPath  = display path 
0       = flag_INI       = save INI file automatically 
0       = flag_sv_table  = save forward-spectra as table 
0       = flag_save_t    = save calculation time 
0       = flag_mult_Ed   = multiply spectrum Ed with factor 
1       = flag_mult_E0   = multiply spectrum E0 with factor 
0       = flag_mult_Rrs  = multiply spectrum R_rs with factor 
0       = flag_x_file    = read x-values from file 
0       = Par1_log       = Logarithmic steps of Parameter 1 
0       = Par2_log       = Logarithmic steps of Parameter 2 
1       = Par3_log       = Logarithmic steps of Parameter 3 
0       = flag_b_SaveFwd = save all spectra of forward mode 
0       = flag_b_SaveInv = save all spectra of invers mode 
0       = flag_b_LoadAll = load spectra from files 
1       = flag_b_Reset   = reset start values 
0       = flag_b_Invert  = invert spectra 
0       = flag_Res_log   = weight residuals logarithmically 
1       = flag_Y_exp     = exponential Gelbstoff absorption 
0       = flag_surf_inv  = wavelength dependent surface reflections (inversion) 
0       = flag_surf_fw   = wavelength dependent surface reflections (forward mode) 
0       = flag_use_Ed    = make use of Ed measurement 
0       = flag_use_Ls    = make use of Ls measurement 
0       = flag_use_R     = make use of R measurement 
0       = flag_radiom    = reduce radiometric resolution 
0       = flag_noise     = add noise 
0       = flag_aW        = include water absorption in bulk absorption 
1       = flag_above     = above water 
0       = flag_shallow   = shallow water 
1       = flag_autoiniR  = automatic determination of R start values 
1       = flag_anX_R     = analytic determination X start value for R spectra 
1       = flag_anX_Rsh   = analytic determination X start value for R spectra in shallow waters 
1       = flag_anCY_R    = analytic determination C, Y start values for R spectra 
1       = flag_anzB      = analytic determination of zB start value in shallow waters 
0       = flag_Fresnel   = calculate Fresnel reflectance 
1       = flag_bL_file   = large particle scattering spectrum from file 
1       = flag_bL_linear = large particle scattering linear with C_L 
0       = flag_CLisC0    = set C_L = C[0] 
1       = flag_norm_X    = normalize SPM absorption spectrum from file at Lambda_0 
1       = flag_norm_Y    = normalize Gelbstoff spectrum from file at Lambda_0 
 
[ Settings for batch mode ] 
0       = iter_type      = parameter that is iterated 
2.0     = rangeMin       = first value of successive calculation 
4.0     = rangeMax       = last value of successive calculation 
1       = rangeDelta     = interval of successive calculation 
1       = Par1_Type      = Parameter 1 
0       = Par2_Type      = Parameter 2 
0       = Par3_Type      = Parameter 3 
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1       = Par1_Min       = Minimum of Parameter 1 
2.00    = Par2_Min       = Minimum of Parameter 2 
0.100   = Par3_Min       = Minimum of Parameter 3 
10.0    = Par1_Max       = Maximum of Parameter 1 
8.00    = Par2_Max       = Maximum of Parameter 2 
1       = Par3_Max       = Maximum of Parameter 3 
10      = Par1_N         = Steps of Parameter 1 
3       = Par2_N         = Steps of Parameter 2 
10      = Par3_N         = Steps of Parameter 3 
 
[ Settings for inverse mode ] 
[ from  to  step  MaxIter ]         
400    800     5   400   = fit of Ed 
760    900    10   100   = fit of R and Rrs in IR region 
380    450    10   100   = fit of R and Rrs in UV region 
400    900     1  1000   = fit of R and Rrs   
400    800     5   100   = fit of a (shallow water)   
700    800     5   100   = fit of R and Rrs in IR region (shallow water) 
400    500     5   100   = fit of R and Rrs in UV region (shallow water) 
400    800     1  2000   = fit of R and Rrs (shallow water)   
870    900               = LambdaLf  = wavelengths for C_L and f initialisation 
5      0                 = dLambdaLf = wavelength intervals of LambdaLf 
760                      = LambdaLsh = wavelengths for C_L initialisation (shallow water) 
2                        = dLambdaLsh= wavelength interval of LambdaLsh (shallow water) 
413    440    440        = LambdaCY  = wavelengths for C[0] and C_Y initialisation 
5      5    870          = dLambdaCY = wavelength intervals of LambdaCY 
625                      = LambdazB  = wavelength for zB initialisation (shallow water) 
25                       = dLambdazB = wavelength interval of LambdazB (shallow water) 
0.10                     = zB_inimin = zB   minimum during initial value determination (shallow water) 
0.10                     = CL_inimin = C_L  minimum during initial value determination (shallow water) 
0.10                     = C0_inimin = C[0] minimum during initial value determination (shallow water) 
0.010                    = CY_inimin = C_Y  minimum during initial value determination (shallow water) 
5.0                      = a_ini     = start value of absorption for nested intervals  (shallow water) 
1.0                      = da_ini    = initial absorption interval for a_ini (shallow water) 
0.010                    = delta_min = threshold of spectrum change for nested intervals (shallow water} 
0                        = res_mode  = type of residuum  (0=least squares) 
 
[ Model constants ] 
20.0    = T_W0           = Temperature of water absorption spectrum (°C) 
1.33000 = nW             = refractive index of water 
440     = Lambda_0       = Reference wavelength for Gelbstoff absorption (nm) 
550     = Lambda_L       = Reference wavelength for scattering of large particles (nm) 
500     = Lambda_S       = Reference wavelength for scattering of small particles (nm) 
0.00111 = bbW500         = Backscattering coefficient of pure water (1/m) 
0.00060 = bbL_A          = Multiplicative factor of C_L in scattering by large particles 
-0.3700 = bbL_B          = Power of C_L in scattering by large particles 
0.00860 = bbL_norm       = Specific backscattering coeff. of large particles (m^2/g) 
0.00420 = bbs_norm       = Specific backscattering coeff. of small particles (m^2/g) 
0.54000 = sigma_Eu       = reflection factor for upwelling irradiance 
0.03000 = sigma_Ed       = reflection factor for downwelling irradiance 
0.02000 = sigma_Lu       = reflection factor for upwelling radiance 
0.00500 = dynamics       = radiometric resolution 
0.00020 = noise          = noise level 
1.05460 = K0             = coefficient of Kd 
0.31800 = BRDF[0]  = BRDF of bottom type #0 
0.31800 = BRDF[1]  = BRDF of bottom type #1 
0.31800 = BRDF[2]  = BRDF of bottom type #2 
0.31800 = BRDF[3]  = BRDF of bottom type #3 
0.31800 = BRDF[4]  = BRDF of bottom type #4 
0.31800 = BRDF[5]  = BRDF of bottom type #5 
 
[ Model parameters ] 
[ forward default    start      min      max  fit sv  
    10.0        1     2.03    0.100      100   1  0   C[0]    = Concentration of phytoplankton class #0 
       0        0        0        0     60.0   0  0   C[1]    = Concentration of phytoplankton class #1 
       0        0        0        0     60.0   0  0   C[2]    = Concentration of phytoplankton class #2 
       0        0        0        0     60.0   0  0   C[3]    = Concentration of phytoplankton class #3 
       0        0        0        0     60.0   0  0   C[4]    = Concentration of phytoplankton class #4 
       0        0        0        0     60.0   0  0   C[5]    = Concentration of phytoplankton class #5 
    8.00    0.500     3.97    0.100      200   1  0   C_L     = Concentration large particles 
       0        0        0        0      125   0  0   C_S     = Concentration small particles 
   0.400    0.500    0.393   0.0500     10.0   1  0   C_Y     = Gelbstoff absorption 
  0.0140   0.0140   0.0140  0.00400   0.0250   0  0   S       = Gelbstoff exponent 
      -1    -1.00        0    -2.00     2.00   0  0   n       = Angström exponent of SPM backscattering   
    18.0     18.0     18.0        0     35.0   0  0   T_W     = Water temperature (°C) 
    5.00     5.00     5.00    0.500     10.0   0  0   Q       = Q-factor of Lu (1/sr)     
  0.0200   0.0200   0.0201        0    0.500   0  0   sigma_L = reflection factor of sky radiance 
   0.200    0.200    0.200    -5.00     50.0   0  0   alpha*  = fraction of Ls due to sun 
   0.100    0.200    0.100    -5.00     50.0   0  0   beta*   = fraction of Ls due to blue sky 
   0.100    0.200    0.100    -5.00     50.0   0  0   gamma*  = fraction of Ls due to aerosols 
       0    0.200        0    -5.00     50.0   0  0   delta*  = fraction of Ls due to clouds 
       1        0        0    -2.00     2.00   0  0   nue     = Angström exponent of aerosols    
   0.200    0.200    0.200   -0.500     5.00   0  0   alpha   = fraction of Ed due to sun 
   0.100    0.200    0.100   -0.500     95.0   0  0   beta    = fraction of Ed due to blue sky 
   0.100    0.200    0.100   -0.500     5.00   0  0   gamma   = fraction of Ed due to aerosols 
       0    0.200        0   -0.500     5.00   0  0   delta   = fraction of Ed due to clouds 
   0.330    0.330    0.330    0.100    0.900   0  0   f       = f-factor of R 
       0        0        0        0      100   0  0   z       = depth (m) 
    3.00      100     3.00        0      100   0  1   zB      = bottom depth (m) 
    47.0     30.0     47.0        0     89.9   0  0   sun     = sun zenith angle (°) 
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       0        0        0        0     89.9   0  0   view    = view zenith angle (°)    
    20.0        0        0        0      180   0  0   dphi    = azimuth difference sun - observer (°) 
       0        0        0        0     10.0   0  0   fA[0]   = fraction of bottom type #0 
       0        0        0        0     10.0   0  0   fA[1]   = fraction of bottom type #1 
       1        0        1        0     10.0   0  0   fA[2]   = fraction of bottom type #2 
       0        0        0        0     10.0   0  0   fA[3]   = fraction of bottom type #3 
       0        0        0        0     10.0   0  0   fA[4]   = fraction of bottom type #4 
       0        0        0        0     10.0   0  0   fA[5]   = fraction of bottom type #5 
       0        0        0        0      100   0  0   C_X     = Concentration non-chlorophyllous particles        
 0.00200        1        1        0     1000   0  0   test    = test parameter 
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Appendix 3: Parameters 
 
The following table summarizes the 36 model parameters of all 8 spectrum types. The No.'s 
are used program-internally as parameter indices. The parameters z and dφ are included for 
future developments and are so far not used. 
 
No. WASI Symbol Units Description 
1-6 C[i] Ci µg/l Concentration of phytoplankton class number i, i = 0..5 
7 C_L CL mg/l Concentration of large suspended particles 
8 C_S CS mg/l Concentration of small suspended particles 
9 C_Y Y m-1 Concentration of Gelbstoff (absorption at λ0) 
10 S S nm-1 Exponent of Gelbstoff absorption 
11 n n - Exponent of backscattering by small particles 
12 T_W TW °C Water temperature 
13 Q Q sr Anisotropy factor of upwelling radiation ("Q-factor") 
14 sigma_L σL - Reflection factor of sky radiance 
15 alpha_s α* sr-1 Fraction of sky radiance due to direct solar radiation 
16 beta_s β* sr-1 Fraction of sky radiance due to molecule scattering 
17 gamma_s γ* sr-1 Fraction of sky radiance due to aerosol scattering 
18 delta_s δ* sr-1 Fraction of sky radiance due to cloud scattering 
19 nue ν - Exponent of aerosol scattering 
20 alpha α - Fraction of irradiance due to direct solar radiation 
21 beta β - Fraction of irradiance due to molecule scattering 
22 gamma γ - Fraction of irradiance due to aerosol scattering 
23 delta δ - Fraction of irradiance due to cloud scattering 
24 f f - Proportionality factor of irradiance reflectance ("f-factor") 
25 z z m Depth 
26 zB zB m Bottom depth 
27 sun θsun ° Sun zenith angle 
28 view θv ° Viewing angle (0 = nadir) 
29 dphi dφ ° Azimuth difference sun - view 
30-35 fA[n] fn - Areal fraction of bottom surface type number n, n = 0..5 
36 C_X X m-1 Concentration of non-chlorophyllous particles (absorption at λ0) 
 
 
Forward mode. Each parameter can be set by the user. When a series of spectra is calculated, 
iteration can be performed over each of the parameters. 
Invers mode. The user defines for each parameter if it should be treated as a constant or as 
variable to be fitted during inversion. 
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Appendix 4: Constants 
 
The following table summarizes the model constants of all 8 spectrum types. They can be 
changed by editing the WASI.INI file. 
 
WASI Symbol Units Default value Description 
Lambda_R λR nm calculated Rayleigh scaling factor 
Lambda_M λM nm calculated Mie scaling factor 
Lambda_0 λ0 nm 440 Reference wavelength for Gelbstoff absorption 
Lambda_L λL nm 550 Reference wavelength for scattering of large particles 
Lambda_S λS nm 500 Reference wavelength for scattering of small particles 
T_W0 T0 °C 20 Reference temperature of spectrum aW(λ) 
nW nW - 1.33 Refractive index of water 
bbW500 b1 m-1 0.00111 Backscattering coefficient of pure water at 500 nm 
bbL_A A - 0.006 Multiplicative factor in scattering of large particles 
bbL_B B - -0.37 Factor of non-linearity in scattering of large particles 
bbL_norm bb,L* m2 g−1 0.0086 Specific backscattering coefficient of large particles 
bbS_norm bb,S* m2 g−1 0.0042 Specific backscattering coefficient of small particles 
sigma_Eu σ− - 0.54 Reflection factor of upwelling irradiance 
sigma_Ed σ - 0.03 Reflection factor of downwelling irradiance 
sigma_Lu σL− - 0.02 Reflection factor of upwelling radiance 
K0 κ0 - 1.0546 Coefficient of attenuation 
BRDF[n] Bn sr−1 0.318 BRDF of bottom surface no. n, n=0..5 
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Appendix 5: Input spectra 
 
The following table summarizes the 28 spectra which can be imported from files. For each, a 
default spectrum is provided in the WASI software package, and stored in the directory 
/WASI/DATA. The user can replace the default spectra by changing the corresponding file 
description in the WASI.INI file.  
 
No. WASI Symbol Units Description 
1 x λ nm Wavelengths for which spectra are calculated 
2 E0 E0(λ) mW m−2 nm−1 Extraterrestrial solar irradiance 
3 tA tA(λ) − Transmission of the atmosphere 
4 tC tC(λ) − Transmission of clouds 
5 aW aW(λ) m−1 Absorption of pure water 
6 dadT daW(λ)/dT m−1 °C−1 Temperature gradient of pure water absorption 
7 aP[0] a0*(λ) m2 mg−1 Specific absorption of phytoplankton class no. 0 
Default: Mixture of species typical for Lake Constance 
8 aP[1] a1*(λ) m2 mg−1 Specific absorption of phytoplankton class no. 1 
Default: Cryptophyta type "L"  
9 aP[2] a2*(λ) m2 mg−1 Specific absorption of phytoplankton class no. 2 
Default: Cryptophyta type "H"  
10 aP[3] a3*(λ) m2 mg−1 Specific absorption of phytoplankton class no. 3 
Default: Diatoms 
11 aP[4] a4*(λ) m2 mg−1 Specific absorption of phytoplankton class no. 4 
Default: Dinoflagellates 
12 aP[5] a5*(λ) m2 mg−1 Specific absorption of phytoplankton class no. 5 
Default: Green algae 
13 aX aX*(λ) − Normalized absorption of non-chlorophyllous particles 
14 aY aY*(λ) − Normalized absorption of Gelbstoff 
15 bL bL(λ) − Normalized backscattering coefficient of large particles 
16 albedo[0] a0(λ) − Albedo of bottom type no. 0. Default: Constant 
17 albedo[1] a1(λ) − Albedo of bottom type no. 1. Default: Sand 
18 albedo[2] a2(λ) − Albedo of bottom type no. 2. Default: Silt 
19 albedo[3] a3(λ) − Albedo of bottom type no. 3. Default: Chara aspera 
20 albedo[4] a4(λ) − Albedo of bottom type no. 4. Default: P. perfoliatus 
21 albedo[5] a5(λ) − Albedo of bottom type no. 5. Default: P. pectinatus 
22 meas variable variable Current input measurement for inversion 
23 R R(λ) − Irradiance reflectance 
24 Ed Ed(λ) mW m−2 nm−1 Downwelling irradiance above water surface 
25 Ls Ls(λ) mW m−2 nm−1 sr−1 Sky radiance 
26 R_rs Rrs(λ) sr−1 Remote sensing reflectance 
27 Kd Kd(λ) m−1 Diffuse attenuation coefficient for downwelling irradiance 
28 gew g(λ) − Weights of channels at inversion 
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Appendix 6: Spectrum types 
 
The following table gives for all spectrum types an overwiew which equation is used for cal-
culation, and which parameters can be used as fit parameters. N = maximum number of fit 
parameters. 
 
Spectrum type Model options Symbol Equation N Fit parameters 
Absorption Exclude pure water aWC(λ) (2.1) 9 C0…C5, X, Y, S 
 Include pure water aW(λ) (2.3) 10 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T 
Attenuation For downwelling irradiance Kd(λ) (2.5) 14 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun
Specular reflec-
tance 
Wavelength dependent Rrssurf(λ) (2.13a) 10 α, β, γ, δ, α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗, ν, σL
 Constant Rrssurf (2.13b) 1 σL
Irradiance reflec-
tance 
For deep water R(λ) (2.14) 14 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f 
 For shallow water Rsh(λ) (2.16) 21 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, 
θsun, f0…f5, zB
Remote sensing 
reflectance 
For deep water below water sur-
face 
Rrs–(λ) (2.17a) 15 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, Q 
  Rrs–(λ) (2.17b) 15 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv
 For shallow water below water 
surface 
Rrssh–(λ) (2.19) 22 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv or Q, f0…f5, zB
 For deep water above water 
surface and wavelength depend-
ent surface reflections 
Rrs(λ) (2.20a) 25 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, Q, α, β, γ, δ, α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗, 
ν, σL
  Rrs(λ) (2.20b) 26 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, θv, Q, α, β, γ, δ, α∗, β∗, γ∗, 
δ∗, ν, σL
  Rrs(λ) (2.20c) 25 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, Q or θv, α, β, γ, δ, α∗, β∗, γ∗, 
δ∗, ν, σL
 For deep water above water 
surface and constant surface 
reflections 
Rrs(λ) (2.20a) 16 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, Q, σL
  Rrs(λ) (2.20b) 17 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, θv, Q, σL
  Rrs(λ) (2.20c) 16 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, Q or θv, σL
 For shallow water above water 
surface and wavelength depend-
ent surface reflections 
Rrssh(λ) (2.20a) 32 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, 
θsun, f0…f5, zB, Q, α, β, γ, δ, 
α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗, ν, σL
   (2.20b) 32 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv, f0…f5, zB, Q, α, β, γ, δ, α∗, β∗, 
γ∗, δ∗, ν, σL
   (2.20c) 31 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv, f0…f5, zB, α, β, γ, δ, α∗, β∗, γ∗, 
δ∗, ν, σL
 For shallow water above water Rrssh(λ) (2.20a) 23 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, 
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surface and constant surface 
reflections 
θsun, f0…f5, zB, Q, σL
   (2.20b) 23 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, 
θsun, f0…f5, zB, Q, σL
   (2.20c) 22 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, 
θsun, f0…f5, zB, σL
Bottom reflec-
tance 
For irradiance sensors Rb(λ) (2.21) 6 f0…f5
 For radiance sensors Rrsb(λ) (2.22) 6 f0…f5
Downwelling 
irradiance 
Above water surface Ed(λ) (2.23) 5 α, β, γ, δ, ν 
 Below water surface for deep 
water 
Ed–(λ) (2.25) 19 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, α, β, γ, δ, ν 
 Below water surface for shallow 
water 
Edsh–(λ) (2.25) 26 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, 
θsun, f0…f5, zB, α, β, γ, δ, ν 
Upwelling radi-
ance 
Below water surface for deep 
water 
Lu–(λ) (2.27) 20 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, θv or Q, α, β, γ, δ, ν 
 Below water surface for shallow 
water 
Lush–(λ) (2.27) 27 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv or Q, f0…f5, zB, α, β, γ, δ, ν 
 Above water surface for deep 
water and wavelength dependent 
surface reflections 
Lu(λ) (2.29) 26 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, θv or Q, α, β, γ, δ, ν, σL–, 
α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗, σL
 Above water surface for deep 
water and constant surface re-
flections 
Lu(λ) (2.29) 22 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun 
or f, θv or Q, α, β, γ, δ, ν, σL–, σL
 Above water surface for shallow 
water and wavelength dependent 
surface reflections 
Lush(λ) (2.29) 33 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv or Q, f0…f5, zB, α, β, γ, δ, ν, σL–
, α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗, σL
 Above water surface for shallow 
water and constant surface re-
flections 
Lush(λ) (2.29) 29 C0…C5, X, Y, S, T, CL, CS, n, θsun, 
θv or Q, f0…f5, zB, α, β, γ, δ, ν, σL–
, σL
 
 
